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ST BEDE'S MAGAZINE 

VOL. VIII. No.2 SUMMER 1960 

DIAMOND JUBILEE 

SIXTY YEARS YOUNG. TEN YEARS' PROGRESS 

St Bede's Grammar School this year is sixty years old, or 
rather, as shown by its unflagging growth and development, 
sixty years young. 

In the ten years since the Golden Jubilee of 1950, four major 
projects have been undertaken, and another is planned. They 
tell the story of the adaptation of a traditional Grammar School, 
with its bias towards the Arts subjects, to conform with the 
insistent demands of the modem age for the Technical and the 
Scientific. 

Firstly, a well-equipped new Technical Wing, connected to 
the main body of the school and blending perfectly with it, came 
into use in September 1953. With its woodwork and metal work 
rooms, its drawing office, lathes, furnaces and a host of equip
ment, under the full-time supervision of a staff of four, it has 
fulfilled the needs of those with a practical bias, and developed 
the skills and techniques needed to give them a good start in 
their careers. 

Meanwhile, the number of scientists continued to increase, 
and the pressure on laboratory space became intolerable. Similarly 
with the increase of overall numbers of pupils from 750 to over 
950, congestion in the dining-hall was such that it became 
difficult to move an elbow without knocking one's neighbour's 
dinner off the table. The ingenious double solution eventually 
accepted by the Ministry was to build a large single-storey dining
hall outside, and convert the old dining-hall and kitchens into 
chemistry laboratories. 

By June 1959 half the programme was completed. The new 
canteen, with its twin dining-halls opening from a common 
serving-hatch connecting to the kitchen (which resembles a 
nuclear reactor !) was informally opened. 

Conversion of the old kitchens was now going on apace, and 
by late 1959 fOllr large chemistry laboratories to the latest 
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design were completed and in use. A somewhat sinister small 
cinema room was created, and a television set installed therein. 

Still there is no complacency. As far back as 1953, when 
opening the new Technical Wing, Mr J. Brennan for the Governors 
deplored the inadequacy of our playing fields. It was not, however, 
till April of this year that a herd of bulldozers invaded the 
grounds, and began to move mountains. In two years it is hoped 
to have available two full-sized football pitches, with a full
sized cricket square in between. There will be a jumping pit, 
and the area above the pitches will be terraced. Tennis courts 
are planned not far from the site of the late-lamented Ritz. 
This is indeed the satisfaction of a long-felt want. 

What of the future? With about 980 boys on roll, accom
modation presents acute problems, particularly for small Sixth 
Form classes. Every tiny storeroom, pressed into service as a 
classroom, makes conditions in the Black Hole of Calcutta seem 
airy and salubrious. Envious eyes are cast at the Boil,er House. 
Peripatetic classes work on corridor window sills. Accordingly, 
approval is now being sought for plans to build a small hall, 
with classrooms above, on the asphalt playground to relieve 
some of this pressure. 

The reader will begin to envisage this continual progress as 
leading to what the Geographers call 'a vast conurbation'. 
However, it seems likely that numbers on roll will stabilise at 
the 850 mark, for a new Grammar School for about 570 boys, 
due to be built after April next in the Tong area, will absorb 
some sources of our present supply of pupils. . 

But it is never safe to prophesy about such a vigorous grower 
as St Bede's, and we have a shrewd suspicion that by A.D. 2000, 
at the centenary of the School, the Chairman of the Governors 
will be outlining plans-perhaps for an extension of the 
Helicopter Park. 

Whose is the credit for these massive achievements? A 
modest anonymity prevails. Our Right Rev. Headmaster makes 
mysterious journeys to the Ministry in London: our Board of 
Governors under its Chairman, Mr J. Brennan, is lively and 
vigorous: the. School receives much support from its many 
friends, and the Ministry is not inhuman. Perhaps (vide our 
Football Notes) 'Team Work Wins', or (vide St Bede) it is all 
achieved 'Ora et Labore'. 

Long may the School prosper! 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

SEPTEMBER 

After a record-breaking summer, 980 boys were crammed in 
reluctant mood into the Hall, the 196 new boys looking through 
their tan, a little less scrubbed than usual. 

Six new members were welcomed on the staff, including three 
Old Boys in Messrs Colgan, Naylor and Simpson, and newcomers 
in Messrs Hymas, Le Roi and Whiteley. MIle Lantaume, our 
Assistante for the year, maintained the high standard of charm 
of her predecessors. With apologies, we extend to Mr Horton, 
now in his second year with us, the greeting overlooked last year. 

Of last year's staff, we missed Mrs Jackson, now enjoying a 
well-earned rest, and Mr McCann, who took up a new post where 
we wish him success. 

Thunderous hammering indicates the progress of work on the 
new chemistry labs. An unexpected rock formation delayed 
work on the excavation for drains, which are particularly needed 
if chemistry is ever to lose the hideous nickname of 'Stinks'. 

Announcements that the wearing of pumps was no longer 
obligatory, and that morning sessions were to finish at noon, 
were favourably received by the assembled multitude. 

Congratulations to the Scouts Patrol, whose Leader, V. Davis, 
was presented with the Foster Shield. 

OCTOBER 

A very partial eclipse of the sun was in tum eclipsed by the 
Mock Election Campaign, the candidates being E. Burke (Con.) 
J. O'Melia (Lab.) and E. Lawler (Lib.). The campaign culminated 
in a two period meeting at which Election manifestoes were 
delivered. The returning officer, Mr J. Murray, School Captain, 
announced that the Liberal candidate had been elected. 

At last the School Magazine, delayed by the printers' strike, 
was distributed. 

Beds delivered at the school on the 16th, started a crop of 
rumours. St Bede's a boarding school? Were classes to be held 
in real comfort? In cold fact, the beds were for the use of delegates 
to the Annual Meeting of the Catholic Scouts Advisory Council, 
a nation-wide body. 

A paragon appeared in our midst in the person of J. Kennedy, 
Form I, who received a prize from Bradford Education Com
mittee for seven years unbroken attendance at St Joseph's 
Infants and Primary School. By June of this year, even in the 
enervating atmosphere of St Bede's, this record had been 
maintained. 

The mid-term break carried us neatly forward to 

B 
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NOVEMBER 

The November Fair, under the unflagging drive of the Ladies, 
Committee, was once more a huge success, breaking all records. 
Hearty thanks and congratulations to the host of helpers who 
aided their efforts. 

The loth was a memorable day. The famous 'Ritz', Rover 
headquarters for half a century, was burnt out. At the same time, 
but having no connection therewith, we were delighted by a 
visit from two retired members of staff: the genial and massive 
George Forrester, whose eye is still keen, nor is his natural 
strength abated, and the debonair and youthful-looking Mr 
Herbert Robinson. (Did a 'Flash' start the Ritz fire ?). 

Three Requiems were offered during the month. The first 
was for Mr Patrick Monaghan, R.I.P., an Old Boy of the School. 
On the 21st, a Solemn Requiem, at which the Bishop attended, 
was held for deceased teachers. On the 27th, the choir sang at 
Mrs Fattorini's funeral. R.I.P. 

G.C.E. Supplementary Examinations, facetiously referred to 
as the November Handicap, took place. Let us hope that all 
runners are placed. 

At last, on the 23rd, the new chemistry labs came into use. 

DECEMBER 

The Feast of the Immaculate Conception was celebrated by 
High Mass. In the afternoon the traditional Staff versus Boys' 
match was closely contested, but the Staff, ever considerate of 
their pupils' morale, lost gracefully by a 2-1 margin. In a more 
or less friendly game against Simmarian Old Boys' the School 
lost 3-5. 

Speech Day was held in two sessions on the 16th. 
'Breaking up' on the 2znd began with a Mass for the whole 

School. In the afternoon the Carol Service was held, a most 
moving occasion, followed by Benediction. The Christmas 
holidays and the Prefects' Party need no chronicler. 

JANUARY 

Starting well by defeating an Ushaw team 4-0, our cross
country athletes were less successful in the Bradford Grammar 
Schools' Championship. 

Furrowed brows indicated that serious study for the February 
examinations had begun. 

Our tame scribe records: 'Tuesday, 19th. Chops for dinner.' 
An epoch-making event! So was the installation of an extractor 

.... 
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fan in the Prefects' room, owing to a recent unrecorded con
cession by the Head. 

Our four students arrived, to find themselves thwarted by 
School Exams. Throats were blessed on the Feast of St Blaise, 
but no High Mass could be celebrated, as the Hall was crowded 
with desks for the 'Mock' G.C.E. 

The Medical Examination followed involving much weighing 
and measuring. Having been examined both physically and 
mentally, the boys were readier than usual for the mid-term 
break. 

MARCH 

The Lenten term began with distribution of the Ashes. Mass 
was said at 8.20 every day, and Holy Communion could be 
received at 12 noon. Every afternoon at 4 o'clock the Stations 
of the Cross were followed. Many boys would regard the Parents' 
Meeting on the 8th as part of their Lenten penance. 

Yogi Bear and the Range Rider as television attractions lost 
ground on Thursday, loth. Our Mr T. Dooley, famed in song, 
appeared on the 'telly refereeing an Amateur Boxing Contest. 

At last! A school newspaper, entirely produced by the boys, 
ran its first issue. Perhaps Baeda No. 1 will become a rare and 
valuable first edition, like the Penny Black. It is light, topical, 
and illustrated. Congratulations to a rival pUblication, and long 
may it prosper. 

On the 25th, the Feast of the Annunciation was fittingly 
celebrated. 

More budding editors! David Allen (IlIA) was appointed the 
youngest ever editor of the Yorkshire Esperanto bulletin, The 
White Rose. He studies French, Latin and Greek amongst other 
subjects-including English! 

APRIL 

The usual 1st April jokes were lacking this year, as the day 
was given as a holiday to celebrate the birth of Prince Andrew. 
We offer our loyal congratulations on this event. 

The Ordinary and Advanced Religious Certificate exams took 
place in conditions of some difficulty, as the adjoining tennis 
courts of Heaton Club were swarming with girls on a coaching 
course. In spite of rigid custody of the eyes, many feel that a 
ten per cent bonus should be added to the marks obtained. 

On the 6th, monumental clanking and roaring marked an 
invasion by space ships eagerly gobbling at the playing fields. 
The bull-dozers were at last at work on the new sports grounds, 
to be ready in two years. 
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The end of term was the occasion for a Retreat, given to the 
Senior School by Rev. A. Baxter, INST.Ch., and to the Middles 
by Rev. E. Pathe. Forms I and II need not put on airs of sanctity 
because there was no retreat for them; the brutal truth is that 
there was no room, not that there was no need. 

We wish success and happiness in his new post to Mr Hymas, 
who left us at Easter. 

The return after Easter was marked by a more dedicated look 
on the examinees' faces as G.C.E. came alarmingly close. 
However, there was a St George's Dance on the 29th June. 
The same day is recorded also as 'McEvoy's birthday', and to 
that industrious scribe, who has faithfully kept the School 
Diary, we gratefully dedicate this one fleeting moment of glory. 

MAY 

The victorious Under 15 team, by defeating Drummond 4-0, 
won the last of their four trophies, thus achieving a clean sweep 
of available honours. Congratulations on this record performance. 
. St Bede's was well represented in the Bradford Boys' team, 
defeated 0-2 by Glasgow Boys. In a crowded month of sport 
we had our own Athletic Meeting and Swimming Gala. 

A highly successful Jubilee Ball took place on the 24th, under 
the guidance of Father Doyle, president of the Old Boys. O.E.s 
of all ages, when not dancing, chatted about old times, enjoyed 
supper in the new canteen, and voted the affair a great succes~. 
How well the prefects looked after us. ! 

Two notable successes were completed this month. The Under 
15 1st XI won every available honour, acquiring the League 
Championship and three cups (see report), for the first time in 
St Bede's records. This was followed by the magnificent achieve
ment of the athletics team in winning the Inter-Grammar 
Schools' Championship. Congratulations to all those concerned 
on the rewards for their efforts. 

The feast of St Bede was celebrated by High Mass, with a 
long play in the afternoon. The usual special menu was some
whaUimited by the day's falling on Friday. 

The School was shocked to read of the death in a motor cycling 
accident of a very recent Old Boy, Joseph Paton, who left last 
year. May he rest in peace. 

Work for G.C.E. exams is now in full swing, for the Whitsun
tide holidays early next month almost run on to the first of our 
exams. 

To Mr B. Rowe and J. Whitford, two Old Boy members of 
staff who are leaving us at midsummer, we wish every success 
and happiness in their new posts. 

And so to press. 

-
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SCHOOL CAPTAIN'S REPORT 

The change in our constitution two years ago, when no new 
prefects were appointed, made itself felt this year: only eight 
prefects remained. As a result, twenty-six members, all from 
Upper Sixth, were elected to fill our depleted ranks. 

One event which stood apart in the School Year, as far as the 
prefects were concerned, was the presentation of a sanctuary 
bell to the School as our memorial to the late Mr Evans, who 
was associated for so many years with the prefects. 

Apart from our usual duties, we have been active in many 
spheres. Within a few days of returning to school we joined the 
ranks of the flag sellers, collecting for the Catholic Children's 
Homes; our efforts raising nearly £45. As usual on the first 
Saturday in November the gymnasium was transformed into an 
amusement arcade for the annual November Fair. A profit of 
£57 was handed to the Ladies' Committee. 

Certainly the most colourful event in our calendar was the 
repainting of the prefects' room, accomplished during the 
November mid-term. Gone is the red, white and blue of old
we now languish 'midst vivid shades of yellow, grey and burgundy, 
and seek inspiration from an ivory distempered ceiling. 

We were very pleased to welcome last year's prefects to our 
party, held during the Christmas holiday, the function taking 
the now familiar form of a dance and buffet supper. As usual 
a number of dances was held throughout the year. The 'record 
hops' were a success, but the attendance at the St George's 
Dance did not quite come up to expectations. However, we 
thank all who enabled us to show a profit of £75 on the series. 
The long awaited prefects' trip took place once again during the 
Easter holiday. After a great deal of discussion it was decided 
to forsake Keswick and the Lakes and instead to visit the Derby
shire Peak District. Unfortunately the traditional luck of the 
prefects as regards fine weather did not hold: it rained for part 
of the day and only in the late afternoon did the sun manage to 
break through for a short time. However, we were recompensed 
somewhat with an excellent dinner in Buxton before returning 
home. 

With such an influx of new blood an increase in our recreational 
activities was inevitable. The table tennis club was re-formed at 
the beginning of the year. More than usual interest was aroused 
in the Badminton Club, especially when it was announced that a 
series of matches had been arranged with Hanson Grammar 
School. Although our team tried hard it could not match the 
greater experience of its opponents and remained on the losing 
side in the three matches played. A little later a chess craze 
occupied much of our spare time. Our activities ended in a blaze 
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of colour; when, arrayed in short red jackets, white shirts and 
black bow ties, we assisted at the Diamond Jubilee Ball. 

As the School Year is drawing to a close, on behalf of the 
prefects I would like to thank firstly, the Headmaster, Mgr 
Sweeney, for the privileges he has granted us, and secondly, 
Mr Creedon, an ever-ready source of help and guidance. In 
addition I would like to record my personal thanks to all the 
prefects for responding so well to the many calls I have made 
upon them, and especially to Michael Connor, the Vice-Captain, 
who has supported me most willingly and efficiently throughout 
the year. 

JOHN J. MURRAY. 

LIST OF PREFECTS 
Captain 
Vice-C aptain 
Recorder 

J. MURRAY 
M. CONNOR 
J. THRISTAN 

D. Alderson, B. Blessington, P. Boylan, D. Brennan, E. Burke, 
D. Cheshire, D. Copeland, C. Cotton, S. Fenelon, P. Ferguson, 
M. Fitzpatrick, A. Gartland, J. Hagerty, A. Hanney, R. Heming
way, C. Hill, J. Jagger, G. Kennedy, J. Kinder, V. Kneafsey, 
E. Lawler, M. Lindley, J. Lynch, S. Martin, J. Melville, D. 
Palframan, J. Prentice, J. O'Melia, Z. Sinicki, A. Smith, J, 
Stephenson. 

Prefects' Committee,' J. Murray, M. Connor, J. Thristan, 
C. Cotton, S. Fenelon, E. Lawler. 

Dance Committee,' C. Cotton (President), J. Murray (ex-officio), 
M. Connor (ex-officio), J. Thristan (ex-officio), D. Palframan, 
M. Fitzpatrick. 

House Committee,' E. Lawler (President), C. Cotton, S. Fenelon, 
J. Hagerty, J. O'Melia. 

FROM THE CLASSROOMS 

UPPER VI SCHOLARSHIP. Consists of ten members, five scientists 
and five human beings, of whom one scientist, J. Kinder, and 
one humanist, D. Brennan, will return to grace the school next 
year. They have been a valuable nucleus of school activities which 
would be tedious to mention. However, their amazing aplomb, 
courtesy and man-of-the-world attitude in acting as waiters at 
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the Jubilee Ball drew congratulations on all sides. Should their 
scholarship results not be up to standard ... However, they insist 
on remaining anonymous till August. 

UPPER SIXTH ARTS. About five of our eighteen members may 
leave at midsummer, including D. Alderson and J. Hagerty for 
student teaching, A. Smith and M. Fitzpatrick provisionally 
for University, and M. Lindly for Training College. A. Hanney 
intends to train for the priesthood, while P. Hanson's plans are 
as yet uncertain. Of the remainder S. Martin and J. Lynch 
have been entered for scholarships this year. 

Miscellaneous activities include prefecting, chess, the Bradford 
Foreign Language Circle, cataloguing the Library, the Moral 
Leadership course, the new school newspaper Baeda, and more 
prefecting. 

With the exams over, they take part in a mammoth expedition 
to Paris and Rome, with individuals wandering in Skye and 
Scotland, working at Butlin's, farming in a German monastery, 
and grouse beating for the Prime Minister. (Enquiries of the 
leader of a Great Continental Power for a similar job received a 
veto, with the explanation that if he wanted a grouse he could 
always find one himself.) 

UPPER SIXTH SCIENCE. Fine new science laboratories have 
not laid the jinx, by which expensive apparatus still disintegrates 
spontaneously, much to the financial regret of the form. 

Its fourteen members include expert, or would-be expert, 
table-tennis players, athletes, mountaineers and footballers, 
of whom one plays for the Bradford Boys' team. They are 
represented on the Senior, New Tonics, and S.V.P. Societies, 
the Sports Committee, and the St Bede's Climbing Club. One 
of their members, J. Jagger, has been selected as reserve to the 
Bradford party to visit Canada under the auspices of the W. H. 
Rhodes Educational Trust. 

Given good Advanced results the following intend to leave at 
midsummer: T. Traynor to I.C.I., J. O'Melia to Leeds (Medicine), 
Z. Sinicki to St Mary's Training College, D. Cheshire for a year 
student teaching; and three to read Geology-D. Palframan 
to Leicester, V. Kneafsey to N. Staffs, and A. Gartland to 
Liverpool. 

LOWER SIXTH ARTS. Lower Sixth Arts have suffered extra
ordinary fluctuations in their numbers, which varied from nine 
on the first morning of the School Year to eighteen in the months 
between Christmas and Easter. To Lawler, who has left to study 
accountancy and to Geoghegan, due to go to the Leeds School 
of Architecture, the form extends its best wishes. Four linguists 
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became the first boys in the School to study Spanish. The pioneer 
of this subject was Michael Proctor who studied at home and 
passed the G.C.E. in the language the previous year. The studies 
of the form cover a wide range and one boy actually includes 
the unlikely combination of Art, English Literature and Physics 
in his curriculum. 

The sporting activities of the form are also diverse and stretch 
from tennis to motor cycling. The form includes two school 
footballers, one of whom played for Bradford against Glasgow, 
two boys chosen for cross-country teams, the school swimming 
captain and three members of the Sports Committee, During 
their leisure hours Lower VIA indulge in pastimes ranging from 
Russian to rock 'n' roll and from hitch-hiking to rugby. The 
form has a rugby team which after defeating Lower Sixth 
Science amalgamated with them to crush Upper Sixth twice. 
Not least among its accomplishments the form numbers the 
editing of this Magazine. 'Si monumentum quaeris, respice.' 

LOWER SIXTH SCIENCE. Lower Sixth Science are set apart 
from their fellow men. 'In a deep dark comer of the school, 
unknown to most' they work in their brave new world. From 
this lair they have emerged three times: once to provide a 
delightful display of skating on ice in losing at football to VA/VB; 
on the second occasion to shock themselves by almost winning 
the cross-country championship: and on the third to write 
form notes. 

This earnest and dedicated group tear themselves away from 
their studies to indulge in Beethoven, rock climbing, rugby, 
golf, all-night parties, and Peter Gunn. 

There are fourteen survivors of the original eighteen: to 
those who have left, best wishes are extended. 

[Ben Gunn we know from Treasure Island to be a bearded 
half-mad old castaway. But who is this Peter Gunn ?-ED.] 

LOWER SIXTH TRANS. Our form master's ingenuity was far 
stretched by the appearance of fifty boys all declaring this to be 
their form. A number of promotions and (hush!) demotions 
narrowed us to thirty. Our form master's duties lessened to 
generally attempting to prevent boys 'running out on expeditions 
of their own' and stopping us mauling his magazines. We were 
brightened by hearing of our promotion from Five A to Lower 
Sixth Transitional-we always knew we were an exceptional 
form. Not only have we won the St Bede's School Cup, under 
the captaincy of H. Wodarczyk, but run a flourishing art colony 
headed by the form's ambassador from Bohemia. 

FIVE ALPHA. 'Silent upon a peak, in Darien.' 
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FIVE BETA. All but a few prefer to neglect sport and devote 
all their energies to the academic side of school life. Exceptions 
to the rule are four lifesavers who have gained the bronze 
medallion and one footballer, Spink who has a place in the 1st 
XI. 

Several ex-members of the form are now out in the cruel 
world and will soon be able to claim unemployment benefit. 

Twenty of us paid a visit to the Civic Theatre, Leeds, to see 
Henry IV, Part I, and enjoyed it thoroughly. 

We are very chary of sitting down heavily. [I suppose this 
means something to somebody.-ED.] 

FIVE G. Five G pride themselves on the fact that more than 
half their original complement of twenty-one have departed 
during the year to work! One leaver found this too much for 
him and within a fortnight was out on strike. The rest of the 
departures now range from barber to a would-be jeweller. In 
the field of sport the form found itself unable to muster a full 
football team and had to amalgamate with Vs for this purpose. 
The combination proved too deadly for Lower Sixth Science 
but met its Waterloo in the shape of Upper Sixth Arts. The 
form are fervent television fans and have adopted Yogi Bear, 
the cartoon character, as their mascot. 

FOUR ALPHA. With plenty of talent, including three boys in 
the famous Under 15 team, Four Alpha were somewhat dis
appointed in football, but perk up with the news that one of their 
boys played for Bradford. 

They miss McKeone who left at Christmas, and wish him well. 
Pastimes include their own highly lethal cycling club, rugby, 

billiards, clinometer-making, and compiling an anthology of 
masters' favourite sayings, such as: 'Don't fuss', 'My goodness 
me !', 'There are those amongst us .. .' 

FOUR BETA. Four Beta are proud of their sports record. 
They are Middle School Champions, defeating IVG in the final 
6-0. Only old age, which compulsorily retired them from the 
Under 15 XI at Christmas, has deprived them of international 
honours. Rumbold was selected to play for Bradford boys, and 
Tiffany was presented with a gold Victor Ludorum Medal for 
School Sports. Hinsley is a cardinal member of the school 
swimming team. 

They send regards to D. McKeone, hoping he is recovering 
from rheumatic fever, and envy him his three months in bed 
writing a novel. Title? 'Round the World on 80 pills a day'. 

c 
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FOUR S. How single-minded can one become? 'This year 
Barlow played in goal for the victorious Under 15 team. McGowan 
also played for this team. Kilduff played for the Seniors.' ' The 
end! 

FOUR G. Four G have lost four of their number during the year, 
including the famous 'Hamster King I' They have some' school 
athletes and, unusual this, a weight-lifter. Boys with watches 
are very popular towards the end of sessions. 

THREE A. Three A visit nineteen different rooms, and only 
see their alleged form room twice a week, so their theme song 
is Cliff Richard's 'Travelling Light'. They have an entomologist 
(collecting butterflies) an etymologist (collecting over 200 words 
ending in ology) and an Esperantist appoin~ed editor of the 
Yorkshire Esperanto Bulletin. The form's skill are not merely 
academic; it is reported that a variety show, complete with 
skiffie group, supplanted one of their lessons. In the field lIlA 
are Form III football champions. They mention photographers, 
two disciples of Dr Gallup, and a typist on the school newspaper 
among their members. 

THREE B. Three B miss Mr Hymas, who left at Easter. They 
wish him well. They bask in the reflected glory of G. McGrath, 
the Middles athlete and footballer. For a small fee they kare 
prepared to reveal the story of the master who caught his foot 
in the loose floorboard. 

(Suggested solution: 

'I've put my foot in it !' 
What depravity! who left that cavity? 
Oh, my foot! Tut ! Tut I') 

THREE S. Three S show persistence. Thirty-two started, and 
thirty-two carryon. And how they carryon! Mr Whitford 
thinks highly of their swimming, but other masters are neutral. 
A possible claim to fame is that one member of the form has 
already reached the dignity of wearing a denture, and considers 
himself worthy to be included with the staff. 

THREE C. Three C are very modest regarding their achieve
ments in football and cross-country running: judging by the 
results they give, they have much to be modest about. Swimming 
is the redeeming sport of the form, due to the proficiency of S. 
Gill who has swum in the Inter-Grammar Gala, and obtained an 
Intermediate Life Saving Certificate. 
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Their interests include train-spotting, cartoon drawing, judo, 
and take-over bids for their form's own football. 

'We are', writes one of their number, 'a happy form except for 
the odd argument and fight'. 

THREE D. Three D started with thirty-one, lost one, and 
obtained 'Arfa' Brennan asa replacement. They were runners
up in the football championship to lIlA. They speak with pride 
of Davingoff, not only as their best athlete, but also as one who 
made news in the Telegraph and Argus by becoming stranded 
half-way up Edinboro' Rock. 

Two A. They are true nomads, having a form room in name 
only and are readily identified by the tents and blankets which 
they carry in rucksacks. 

This form is very active being represented in the school's 
cricket, football, athletics and swimming teams. They form the 
nucleus of the Art Club and run a secret society (of which nothing 
can be disclosed). They have also formed their own cricket team. 
Their latest idea is the forming of a train-spotters' club and they 
are looking around for a master to help them in this venture. 
During the summer many members of the form are going to 
Belgium with Mr and Mrs Crowley. 

To their Form Master, Mr Brogan, they wish many happy 
years of retirement. 

Two B. Two B take their academic success for granted but point 
out that five of their boys have represented school football teams, 
two are in the cricket team and Cleary has broken the Bradford 
Junior Discus Record. 

Two S. Two S pride themselves on athletic prowess, being cross
country champions of their year, with Galvin individual champion. 
They attribute this success to having to run at great speed to 
avoid Kennedy's explosives. They are omnivorous collectors of 
such items as orange papers, beer mats, death warrants, money 
and teeth. The Symcuxibl offociezology Society carries out 
research into the behaviour of saturated sycamore seeds, and 
will shortly produce a Blank Paper on the subject. 

Two C. Two C regret the departure of their Form Master, 
Mr Hymas, at Easter and wish him every success in his new post. 

The form can boast of a number of unusual hobbies. They 
tell us that Docherty is an amateur radio enthusiast and that 
MacGilveny collects insects. Other interests include bird watch
ing, camping and train spotting. 
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They submitted so many poems that we must quote one as a 
sample from J.D. : 

School life is not all it seems, 
The homework puts an end to dreams 
Because a scholarship you have won 
Everyone thinks the work is done 
Don't despair but keep on trying 
Effort will produce you'll see 
Subjects passed in G.C.E. 

We did not notice the ingenious initial letters of each line, 
either! 

Two D. Two D excel in sport having representatives in the 
newly-formed cricket team and in the swimming and athletics 
teams. Also three of their members play in the Under 13 A team 
but despite this they lost in the first round of the form matches. 
Their hobbies include collecting keys, football programmes, 
and match box labels, but not work. For the last they blame the 
distractions of the nearby tennis courts, but as one budding 
philosopher writes: 'What we lose in education we gain in 
entertainment' . 

THE ONES 
This year we are again a quintet of forms, within close reach 

of 200 boys in all. 

As FORM IA we like to think we have the position of honour 
next door to the Headmaster, but sometimes we feel the strain, 
and would prefer to be a little less honoured. We acted the trial 
of Guy Fawkes, but don't connect us with that exciting fire 
at the Ritz. One of our more daring types tried to walk the 
plank on the thin ice of Lister Park Lake and got very wet. 
Joke coming up : 

Mr McS. : Bonjour, mes enfants. 
IA: Au revoir, monsieur, c'est R.I. 
These fantastic names appear in one of our many hobbies: 

black Mollies, Siamese fighters, black widows, guppieS-What 
are they? One of us in his extreme acquisitiveness has 200 

soccer programmes and ISO rugby ones. Was it a IA boy who 
suffered a short lapse of memory before a P.E. lesson-he forgot 
to put his shorts on, or, if you like, to take off his underpants. 
Of course we are brainy, but no less wonderful at sport, winning 
the Form I Soccer Championship, and only losing to IIB, Form 
II champions by 4-3. 
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True story: IA boy, grubbing around on the room floor, 
admitted that he had a screw loose and was now looking for it 
-that tiny one anyone can lose from his glasses. We have some 
budding poets most of whom can start a poem but rarely finish 
one. 

'Into the lockers without any cares, 
Straight through the first door, glad to be out, 
Right round the school and straight up the drive, 
Got to be home by half-past five.' 

We are very interested in the mechanical diggers in the grounds, 
and someone reports an animated croaking among the frogs of 
the old bath. 'First, those barbarians in Form I, now this 
mechanised torture-it's the last straw.' 

FORM IB has sporty and brainy members too, and in a few 
cases brain and brawn seem in nice balance. The same sort of 
versifiers flourish as in IA as exemplified by such as : 

Or: 

'All the winter sleeps the dormouse 
In his tiny ball-like house, 

Until the skylark sings his song 
To spread the news that winter's gone: 

'Cricket is here, hurrah! hurrah! 
Bring out the bat and ball. 

Drive the stumps into the earth 
And watch the wickets fall.' 

We are thrilled at the prospect of new playing fields, and are 
inspired to write: 

'Football pitches, tracks and courts
All to help us with our sports-

Are taking shape, and grow in haste 
From what was simply barren waste, 

How many honours will be ours, 
When we can train for many hours ?' 

We know we shall lose some fine old trees, but it is necessary 
for a greater good. 

A grim warning to any St Bede's soccer team not to go on 
foreign tours. An English school team did-was craftily enter
tained before the match-looked on the dinner wine when it was 
red, and shot more goals into their own net than into their 
opponents'. F. Isherwood has played goal for the Under 13 B 
team and]. Lee is one of the fastest crawl swimmers in Form I. 
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True story: IA boy, grubbing around on the room floor, 
admitted that he had a screw loose and was now looking for it 
-that tiny one anyone can lose from his glasses. We have some 
budding poets most of whom can start a poem but rarely finish 
one. 

'Into the lockers without any cares, 
Straight through the first door, glad to be out, 
Right round the school and straight up the drive, 
Got to be home by half-past five.' 

We are very interested in the mechanical diggers in the grounds, 
and someone reports an animated croaking among the frogs of 
the old bath. 'First, those barbarians in Form I, now this 
mechanised torture-it's the last straw.' 

FORM IE has sporty and brainy members too, and in a few 
cases brain and brawn seem in nice balance. The same sort of 
versifiers flourish as in IA as exemplified by such as: 

Or: 

'All the winter sleeps the dormouse 
In his tiny ball-like house, 

Until the skylark sings his song 
To spread the news that winter's gone.' 

'Cricket is here, hurrah! hurrah! 
Bring out the bat and ball. 

Drive the stumps into the earth 
And watch the wickets fall.' 

We are thrilled at the prospect of new playing fields, and are 
inspired to write: 

'Football pitches, tracks and courts
All to help us with our sports-

Are taking shape, and grow in haste 
From what was simply barren waste, 

How many honours will be ours, 
When we can train for many hours ?' 

We know we shall lose some fine old trees, but it is necessary 
for a greater good. 

A grim warning to any St Bede's soccer team not to go on 
foreign tours. An English school team did-was craftily enter
tained before the match-looked on the dinner wine when it was 
red, and shot more goals into their own net than into their 
opponents'. F. Isherwood has played goal for the Under 13 B 
team and J. Lee is one of the fastest crawl swimmers in Form 1. 
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What shall we do about a master who tries to say prayers at 
the end of third period, viz. at 11.20 a.m.- probably only a case 
of wishful thinking ! 

FORM Ie are full of ambition in work and play, and have some 
shrewd comment on life at St Bede's-even running to verse 
again: 

Prefects small, prefects tall, 
Prefects thin and prefects fat, 
'I say boys, enough of that'. 
Oh ! what a bore! Dare I say more? 
What! A hundred lines! 
Oh ! cor! What for? 

Someone in Ie is a wizard at vocabulary work, in fact 
revolutionary at times. He says that illegal is a sick species of 
bird, minimum a mother of small build, politics when Polly 
swallowed a wristwatch and palliasse a friendly donkey. 

We very nearly pulled it off in the final of the Form I football 
championship against lA, and Captain Murgatroyd is proud of 
his team, well, at least of most of them. We made amends for 
this defeat by winning the cross-country. 

One keen observer of Nature, human and otherwise, says 
that the mechanical scraper in the grounds can beat any St 
Bede's boy in the dining-room in that it takes bites of four tons. 

FORM ID. Evidence that ID have an above average soccer 
side comes from a report of ID V. IB by a IB reporter: 'From 
the start it was obvious that ID was the better team, all the 
time on the attack'. Later we played lA, the champions and 
whacked them, 5-1. 

We have the best Junior cross-country runner in Michael 
McCormack. We are the champion collectors for the Good 
Shepherd Fund and the Fr Damien Leper Fund. We rather 
enjoy watching fires in the grounds, be it the Ritz or just grass. 
We like Royal Weddings and Prince Andrew and whole day 
holidays. Cosy comments on school life : 'I like the school a little 
bit, and I am getting on a little bit'. 'It was very unfortunate 
that I was not picked for the football team, but I am not bothered 
at all'. 'On the wall of our classroom we have two cases full of 
mummies.' 

Jokes: 
'What a nice puff-puff !' 
'Be your age! That's a B.R. Jubilee Class, Type 4-6-0 

Passenger loco.' 
'He's good at reading aloud-he goes to execution classes.' 

--
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More naive asides: 'It's not bad at St Bede's. I am glad I 
came because there is a lot of fun here, and the teachers crack 
a few jokes.' 

'Wednesday's science is terrific, 
Even if not always scientific.' 

Heard in a French lesson: 'What 'What did Henri shout 
from the window?' 

Boy with chit: 'Please, sir, is it 10 to 4 ?' 
Unfinished poem: 

'Cosmic Rays, 
Science Days, 

That's what I look forward to-.' 
And then it dies away like a damp rocket. 
We are proud of our John Kennedy who got a prize from 

Bradford Education Committee for seven years' perfect 
attendance. This will be eight years shortly we hope. What an 
example! 

FORM IE. We did very well to get into the semi-final of the 
Junior Football Championship. Captain McLoughlin having 
licked us into good shape. 

Our very junior reporters have discovered, digging into what 
are to them archreological remains, that St Bede's coat of arms 
on blazer pocket and magazine cover used to be, centuries ago, 
a figure of an old, bearded St Bede with an open Bible in his 
hand and a kind of vase at his feet. One, in his researches has 
also found that the school was called Heaton Hall, and that once a 
famous priest, invited to school dinner with the boys, in his after
dinner speech remarked that he was pleased to see that the boys 
of Heaton Hall had 'eaten all' before them. 

At first sight we didn't like the look of our time table. It 
looked too much like the Third Programme with little light 
relief except perhaps for swimming. We love swimming; certainly 
no one can be said to crawl down to the baths. Michael Bower 
is our expert, and swam well for the School in the crawl relay 
at the Bradford Schools Gala. And now a little poem inspired 
by our swimming and written with a little collaboration. 

MY CERTIFICATE 
I entered the water. All were grinning, 
My certificate I was so keen on winning. 
One length breast and one length back, 
A graceful dive without a crack. 
Strongly forward, breast-stroke done, 
Easily backwards, I've almost won, 
But with my dive I came a cropper-
A most outstanding Belly Flopper. 
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Form UA, that gang of merry wags, wandering nomads, send 
greetings. 

A cosmopolitan conglomeration with representatives from 
Poland, Germany, Scotland and such other outlandish countries 
as Ilkley, Shipley, Morley, Keighley and Pudsey, we also boast 
some Bradford boys. We have been known as Ali Baba and the 
forty thieves. 

Distinguished in all branches of studies and sports, we beat 
Us in the inter-Form Football Tournament, we feel we have a 
great future. Pressure of studies forces us to make our Form 
Notes very short. You will hear of us again when we have our 
own desks and Form room. 

In the meantime we wish you a long farewell. 

FIVE T. Since the beginning of the year this form has made it 
quite apparent that their function is to supply the employers 
of Bradford with the workers they have so long awaited. 

Our contribution so far can boast a sailor, a plumber, a printer 
and an engineer. This foretaste of our latent talent must surely 
have everyone waiting with great expectations for July. 

FIVE S. Though not well known for their scholastic achieve
ments Vs have a good football team which,under 'Muscles 
Mills' got as far as the semi-finals in the Seniors, the mock G.C.E. 
results brought about several suicides, homicides and desertions 
and the number in the class is a mere twenty-three, aspiring 
Labour Exchange loiterers among whom are 'card sharp' 
Shackleton who won the Seniors' High Jump in the School 
Sports, Michael 'maths' Taylor who is frantically learning to 
multiply like a Russian peasant and Dixon who has no particular 
achievements but who is bigger than I am. 
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FROM THE PLAYING FIELDS 

FOOTBALL 

SENIOR ELEVENS 

It was generally held that the Senior teams were in for a very 
lean season, seven members of the 1958-9 XI having departed 
at the end of the Academic Year. The early trials did nothing 
to dispel the initial pessimism, yet with C. Cotton as Captain 
and Z. Simicki as Vice-Captain, two teams were assembled and 
the league programme commenced. 

Surprisingly enough opponents from other Bradford schools 
were laid low and the pessimism gave way to a mood of cautious 
optimism. The league programme was in fact completed without 
conceding victory to another school. On our ventures outside 
the confines of Bradford, however, we occasionally received a 
chastening hiding. Hanson were well beaten in the semi-final of 
the cup, but, in the final, we were narrowly defeated at Valley 
Parade by a slightly superior Belle Vue team. 

The Reserve XI, meanwhile, was performing wonders with 
several boys who were representing the School for the first time. 

Both teams played throughout the season with commendable 
zest and enthusiasm. Many boys who will be available in the 
coming year have gained valuable experience. It would be quite 
invidious to single out individual members of teams for praise, 
but we cannot let Z. Sinicki and C. Cotton slip away without 
recording their wonderful effort over the past few years and 
bidding them a regretful 'Valete'. 

P.W.,D.T. 

UNDER IS FIRST ELEVEN 

I. Schools' Cup Winners. 2. Schools' Shield Winners. 3. City 
Supporters' Trophy Winners. 4. League Division 'A' Champions. 
Played 29. Won 28. Lost I. Drawn o. Goals for Iz8. Against ZI. 

The list of honours won by the team show to what extent 
the hopes we expressed in last year's magazine were realized. 

In the League programme of sixteen games we conceded our 
only defeat of the season when we were still recovering from the 
blow of losing eight players and several of our best reserves by 
the Christmas age limit. After this early setback, the newcomers, 
to their great credit, settled down to produce a brand of winning 
football. 

By collecting all four major trophies, we equalled the feat 
accomplished by Bell Vue last year. The Schools' Shield was 
won by a St Bede's team for the first time. 

D 
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During the season we called on twenty regular players, and 
it would be invidious to single out individuals for special praise. 
There was a quality of determination and confidence, and of 
ability to fight back, which is very rarely found, particularly 
in schoolboys, and it was this that made the team a good one. 
In this respect the Captain, G. McGrath, was an inspiration 
with his powerful play, which earned him a selection for the city 
team, and a county trial. 

With this wealth of talent now leaving the Middle School, 
the future for Senior School football looks rosy. Our own prospects 
of retaining the array of trophies looks fairly good, and given 
the right attitude from our up-and-coming team we look forward 
confidently to the 1960-61 season. 

Team: Barlow, Rumbold, Crowley, Woodhouse, Mills, 
McGrath, Mitchell, Carroll, Glennon, Bach, Goodwin, Did
guinaitis, Clarke, Keenan, Hunt, Shackleton, Farrar, Fitzpatrick, 
Rowan, McGowan, White, Bradshaw, Hanlon, Wood, Barry. 

T.L. 

UNDER IS RESERVE ELEVEN 

Of the twelve games played, we have won 9, lost 2, and drawn 
1. Our goal tally is 44 for, 13 against. 

Eight of our pre-Christmas team progressed into the 'A' team 
and the results show that they gave a good account of themselves. 
Naturally this was a big loss to our team but the younger players, 
who were called upon, did not let us down. 

The successes this season have been due to the good team 
spirit shown by all members especially those boys who willingly 
turn up as reserves. Training sessions will be organised through
out the summer and we hope that many more boys will come 
for trials. 

We look forward to more successes next season. 
W.H. 

UNDER 13 'A' TEAM 

The team started rather hesitantly and it was only after 
the first six games, during which there were three defeats, that 
a really settled team evolved. Thereafter there was an unbeaten 
sequence of thirteen matches; not until the last game of the 
season was another reverse suffered when Grange gained revenge 
for an earlier defeat. 

No cups or trophies were won but the season was still a highly 
successful one and the boys concerned are to be congratulated 
on their fine team spirit and fighting qualities. 

Results: Played 20. Won IS. Lost 4. Drawn 1. Goals for 63. 

Against 23. 
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The following boys played regularly for the team: Whitehead 
(Captain), Galvin D., Harney, Hudson, Kenny, O'Connor, 
Ryschowski, Stubbs, Verity, Walsh, Webster, Wignall. 

M.H.C. 

UNDER 13 'B' ELEVEN 

For the fifth successive year we won the 'B' League Champion
ship. Of 14 games played, 10 were won, 2 drawn and 2 lost. 
Goals for totalled 52 and against 17. 

Team: J Harrison (Captain), R. Smith, Murgatroyd, Tracy, 
Whelan, Walker, Thornton, Hynes, Ormandy, Verity, Smith P., 
Nixon, Ackroyd, Walsh. 

JH. 
[JH. is too modest. Congratulations !-ED.] 

SWIMMING NOTES 

The 1959 swimming season finished last September with the 
final of the schoolboys' squadron races. Our Middles team, 
consisting of McGrath, Wilson and Hinsley, finished second in 
a good fast race. 

This year we have again had some life-saving successes. At 
the examinations in February all our entrants were successful 
and fifteen boys in all received awards. Davingoff M., Laverack, 
Devine, Bailey and Morley (all V Beta), Sullivan (VT), Gorman, 
O'Hara, Winiarski and Halloran (all IV Alpha) received Bronze 
Medallions. Clarke, Wild and King (all IlIA) and Gill S. (IIIc) 
received Intermediate Certificates and McLaren (L.VI Sc.), 
gained both his Bronze Cross and his Instructor's Certificate. 
Congratulations to all these boys. This year another class will 
be held and all boys interested in gaining any Life Saving awards 
should see Mr Whyte for details. 

In the Telegraph and Argus Trophy Competition in May, 
two boys from the School took part and although neither of 
them won both acquitted themselves well. Laverack (V Beta) 
finished seventh out of forty-three competitors and McLaren 
(L. VI Sc.) was close behind him. 

During the winter many of the better swimmers in the School 
have been training after school for this summer's competitive 
season. The first of their galas took place on loth May, when 
with good support from St Bede's boys in the gallery, the Juniors 
and Middles performed well. Five boys gained places in the finals 
and the School therefore has a representative in every event 
including four team races. The boys who swam were: 
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JUNIORS: Marley (lIs) who reached two individual finals, 
Patefield (lIe), Bower (IB), Briggs (lIB), Ovsenis (lIs), Martin 
(lIA), Milner (lIn) and Allen (IIA), Murray (lIn) was reserve. 

MIDDLES: Hinsley (IVB), McGrath (IIIB), Wilson (IVT), Gaunt 
(IVs) , Gill (lIIe), Hart (IVs), Hart (IVB), Davingoff (IIIn) , 
Sutcliff (IlIn) was reserve. 

N.W. 

ATHLETICS, 1960 

INTER-GRAMMAR SCHOOL CHAMPIONS, 1960 

This was a long awaited success. In spite of the fact that the 
contractors tore out our jumping pits and discus circles at a very 
vital point in our training schedule, our athletes this year 
triumphed over adversity. The spirit among the competitors 
was tremendous and boys willingly gave up their own free time 
to the sweat and grind of training. As an indication of this 
spirit I quote one example; over fifty boys gave up an afternoon 
of their Easter holidays to turn up at the Horsfall track for 
training. As a result of this enthusiasm for hard work, a rare 
thing among boys these days, we achieved our ambition of 
breaking the stranglehold that Bradford Grammar School had 
on athletics in the city. 

We have in the past beaten all the other Grammar Schools, 
but never the Bradford Grammar School. In fact with their 
facilities some believed that they would never be beaten and 
certainly they have had a monopoly in recent years. However, 
this year a fine all round effort by boys in all age groups produced 
the wonderful score of St Bede's no points, Bradford Grammar 
89, Carlton 77t, Belle Vue 73, Thornton 57, Grange 36, Hanson 35. 

The pleasing thing was that the Seniors were just as willing 
and keen as the Juniors and it was a real team effort. I must 
thank here also Mr Whitford and Mr Larkin who by their en
thusiasm and example have helped so much to produce this 
winning team. The future looks rosy with new playing fields 
and an athletics area being constructed and this spirit of co
operation and willingness to train and strain becoming more 
evident among the boys. Our success is due to this and that is 
why I still maintain that Athletics in school does more character 
training than football, cricket, or any of the other major sports. 
It can be fun having a football practice or a cricket practice, 
but it is sheer hard graft bouncing your carcase repeatedly in a 
sand pit for a long jump or a high jump or torturing your legs 
and your lungs training for a 440 yards dash. An athlete must 
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have character, guts, single mindedness and determination or 
he will never succeed in the type of competition we get to-day. 

Finally here is a list of our competitors who represented the 
school so nobly, and a record of the points the acquired. 

Years Points 
II-12 75 Yards K. Keams 2nd 3 
II-12 220 Yards Dunn 1st 4 
II-12 Long Jump Dunn 1st 4 
II-12 High Jump C. Verity 2nd 3 
II-12 Shot L. Zelazowski 1st 4 
II-12 Discus Warr 3rd 2 
12-13 High Jump Harrison 2nd 3 
12-13 Long Jump Stubbs 3rd 2 
12-13 Shot Lee 4th I 

13-14 220 Yards J. Clarke 4th I 

13-14 880 Yards Gill 1st 4 
13-14 Shot D. O'Hara 1st 4 
13-14 Discus K. Cleary 1st 4 
13-14 Long Jump J. Clarke 2nd 3 
13-14 High Jump Sroda 4th I 

14-15 100 Yards G. McGrath 4th I 

14-15 220 Yards Glennon 4th I 

14-15 High Jump Mitchell 1st 4 
14-15 Long Jump G. McGrath 1St 4 
14-15 Shot Metcalfe 2nd 3 
14-15 Discus Glennon 1st 4 
15-16 100 Yards K. Wood 1st 4 
15-16 220 Yards K. Wood 1st 4 
15-16 440 Yards A. Crowley 2nd 3 
15-16 Mile Gallagher 2nd 3 
15-16 Shot Barrell 4th I 

15-16 Discus Wood 1st 4 
15-16 Long Jump Tiffany 3rd 2 
15-16 High Jump Shackleton 2nd 3 

16 and Over 
100 Yards Turley 2nd 3 
220 Yards Cotton 2nd 3 
440 Yards Sonander 2nd 3 
Long Jump Hemingway 1st 4 
Discus Davingoff 4th I 

Shot Palframan 1st 4 
Relay Cotton 1st 8 

Palframan 
Turley 
Hemingway 
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ANNOUNCED 31ST MAY 

The following St Bede's boys have been selected for the 
Bradford Athletic team to compete in the County Championships: 
Cotton, Wood, Turley, Spence, Paliraman, McGrath, Hemingway. 

T.K.D. 

SCHOOL v. MASTERSt CRICKET MATCH 

At the end of the last School Year the Masters challenged 
the School to a cricket match, the former coming off rather better 
than the School. Perhaps this is their stronger sport as it is said 
that cricket is a game for English Gentlemen. 

The first M.C.C. rule was broken by the masters when without 
the toss of a coin they decided to field. Straight away the masters 
produced a new ball. One member of the School XI has a battle 
scar on his cranium to prove this 'sore' point. The School XI 
collapsed and managed to scrape 34. Mr Whitford with his 
'throws' was the most successful of the masters' bowlers. 

Thanks to Fr Burtoft and Mr Larkin, the masters passed the 
School total for the toss of two wickets. However, the masters 
Second XI have put out a challenge this year. If you are a 
gambling man back the School XI. 

K. J. TURLEY (L. VI Trans). 

SENIOR SOCIETY t 1959-60 

Chairman 
Secretary 

M. J. Connor 
D. J. Brennan 

The Society's year opened with a Masters' Forum. Mr Doughty 
took the chair while Messrs Brogan, Copley, McCormack and 
Simpson provided an entertaining panel. A question on the 
franchise at eighteen developed into a contest in hair-splitting 
between Messrs Copley and McCormack, while an innocent 
question on the licensing hours produced such a stream of 
invective against public houses from Mr Brogan as to stupefy 
panel and house alike. 

An innovation to the Society, the Open Debate, proved a 
great success. Mr E. Lawler, proposing the motion 'That where 
there's a will there's a way', showed such brilliant wit that, 
had it not been for Mr Cotton's plaintive cry, 'What about the 
Bowels ?' the motion would have passed unanimously. Mr Hill 
proposing 'That the best school has the fewest rules' met with 
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bitter opposition from the Prefects. Only Mr Fitzpatrick, who 
it appeared had been offended, dared break the respectful silence 
which followed Mr Burke's incomprehensible speech in favour 
of the motion 'That Science hinders civilization by destroying 
the creative instinct of Man'. 

In the next meeting, 'One minute please !' the superior know
ledge and eloquence of Third Year Sixth, represented by Messrs 
Cotton, Brennan, Kneafsey and Lawler, prevailed against a 
sporting team from the second year comprising Messrs Ferguson, 
Copeland, Prentice and Hemingway. 

Early in November a staff team nobly sacrificed Mrs Dale's 
Diary to take up the Society's challenge to a game of Twenty 
Questions. When Mr Lawler for the Society got 'Double Top' 
in twenty. Messrs Brannigan, Connor, Hayes and Thorpe con
ceded a narrow victory to their opponents. 

Mr Thristan, beginning the next Open Debate, expounded 
deep philosophical truths while proposing the motion 'That 
love is the sweetest thing'. Mr Prentice spoke convincingly in 
favour of an international language, but the prospect of Shakes
peare and Vergil in Esperanto proving too much for the house, 
his motion was defeated. The final speech came from Mr Alderson 
who spoke with great knowledge in favour of the motion 'That 
delusions about oneself make life more tolerable'. 

For the final meeting of the Christmas Term we invited the 
Sixth Form of St Joseph's College. Initial shyness was soon 
dispelled and a lively meeting ensued. Misses Walmsley, 
McGowan, and Harrison made formal speeches for the college 
and Messrs Murray, Smith and Brennan for St Bede's. 

The Easter Term suffered more than its usual share of cancelled 
meetings owing to exams, holidays and similar conflicting 
attractions. The Open Debate remained the most popular form 
of meeting. Such motions as 'That sex equality is impossible', 
'That moral rearmament alone can save our Western European 
civilization' and 'That a more rigid press censorship is required' 
provoked particularly lively debates. 

A general 'One minute please' indicated that, when exam 
time comes, St Bede's will be second to none in its output of 
irrelevancies. Subjects ranged from Burke's Socks to the Bull 
of Minas, from weeds to window sashes. 

The Society's guest speakers included Messrs Byrne and 
Leadbetter, who spoke on their Canadian Tour; Mr Francis 
Dumphrey, who gave an illustrated lecture on S. Africa, and 
Mr John McManus-in the past a distinguished member of the 
Society-who with the aid of a skeleton gave a highly amusing 
talk on nothing in particular. 

Attendance and participation from Second and Third Year 
Sixth was good. Nearly all addressed the House formally at 
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least once, some many times. The response from Lower Sixth 
was on the whole poor. 

The intellectual standard of debate was much higher than in 
the past; subjects artistic, literary and philosophical emerging 
as most popular. In this field Messrs D. Brennan, V. Kneafsey 
and A. Smith come to mind as the outstanding disputants, 
there being times when Aristotle himself would have shrunk 
from facing them. Mention must be made of Mr O'Melia, who so 
often spoke with zeal and courage on socialism: also of Mr 
Burke, whose unparalleled ingenuity found outlet for his 
Germanomania in every topic discussed. 

Word of the high quality of our debates must have spread 
abroad, for not even the audacity of the Fifth Form was equal 
to challenging us to a debate this year. We did, however, have 
opportunity of showing our mettle on two occasions; firstly at 
the Sixth Form conference where Mr Murray read a paper on 
Technical Assistance Programmes prepared by himself and 
Mr Connor and where the contribution to the discussion by 
members of the Society was outstanding. Again, at the time of 
the General Election, the Senior School was entertained by 
candidates from the Society. The result of the Election was 
Mr E. V. Lawler (Liberal) 142, Mr E. Burke (Con.) lIO, Mr 
]. O'Melia (Lab.) 107. 

Finally I must extend our grateful thanks to Mrs Rock who 
unfailingly provided us with refreshments. 

Chairman 
Hon. Sec. 
Committee 

ART CLUB 

OFFICIALS 1959-60 

Miss M. A. Ball 
Martin Shaw 

M.J.C. (Schol. VI). 

Philip Holroyd, Stanislaus Szajbowski, 
Maurice Scanlon, David Walsh 

The Art Club was formed in September by Miss Ball. The 
first meeting was attended by fifteen boys, all members of 
Form IIA, but since then membership has swollen, and altogether 
twenty-seven boys are in the Club. The purpose of the Club is 
to give the boys an opportunity to develop their artistic ability 
and to help boys in their appreciation of the world's great 
painters. 
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At a typical club meeting future activities are planned and 
present ones discussed, there are talks given by members on 
famous artists, then the remainder of the time is given over to 
painting and drawing. One of the highlights of these meetings 
was a film on the wild life and landscapes of Africa. 

Future activities planned are: a visit to Skipton Castle, and 
an exhibition of members' work to be held at the I960 November 
Fair. 

Everything considered, this year has been highly successful, 
and promises well for the future. 

M.S. (Han. Sec.), 

THE MOUNTAINEERING CLUB 
The prophecy in last year's magazine that the activities of 

the Club would be restricted in the coming year was necessarily 
realized, and for the greater part of the year we were confined 
to the squalid reference libraries and fusty attics. 

A noteworthy expedition, however, and one which furnished 
us with much matter for reflection in the ensuing weeks of 
study, was the now annual hitch-hike to Skye. Unfortunately, 
after two weary days of hiking on the drab roads to the north, 
we arrived on the glorious Western Isle to find the place infested 
with midges, and rather than spend a fortnight rubbing itching 
faces we took refuge in Glen Nevis. In the more amicable atmos
phere of the Glen the facial undulations were soon reduced to 
mere scars, and we took advantage of the fine weather to climb 
two ridges on the north face of Nevis-The Tower Ridge and 
Castle Ridge. 

For the last week of the holiday we came farther south and 
camped in Glencoe. After stretching our legs on short but en
joyable trips up the Pass of Glencoe and along the Aonach 
Eagach Ridge we completed the Bideau Horseshoe and enjoyed 
what was surely the most fascinating day of the expedition. 
Eidean nam Bian stands aloof on the southern side of the Glen, 
towering above the Aonach Eagach. Its carries are little isolated 
worlds, and reclining upon one of its three stark peaks one 
experiences a feeling of intense remoteness. 

Meanwhile, down in the Glen, our tents were being invaded 
by rats, and we returned after a tiring day of climbing to find 
holes in the tent walls where the rodents had gnawed through. 
But they were neither as numerous nor as frustrating as the 
midges had been, and when we departed for home a day later 
we were physically none the worse for their presence. 

In conclusion, it has often been said that one meets Bedesmen 
in all quarters of Great Britain, and to add weight to this rather 
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bold statement we encountered a group of boys from the Lower 
Sixth whilst walking along a remote road in Glencoe. We look 
forward to another year's climbing when they, no doubt, will 
be members of the Club. 

S.M. (U.vIA). 

NEW TONICS NOTES 

The New Tonics is a Society interested in the application of 
mathematics or several branches of science, run by members of 
the Sixth Form with the help of various members of the staff. 

The Society organised, during the Autumn Term, a series of 
brilliantly successful science lectures given by doctors from the 
Bradford Institute of Technology. Although the subjects were 
slightly advanced for the Lower School, they were very much 
appreciated by the Sixth Form science students. 

During the past year the attendances at meetings have grown 
to as many as forty boys. This success is undoubtedly due to 
the variety of entertaining lectures given by the staff and Sixth 
Formers on such subjects as astronomy, meteorology, space 
travel, optics, insurance, statistics, cartography and evolution. 

Recently the Society published a quiz under the name 'Can 
You' which proved even too difficult for the staff. 

I would like to thank, on behalf of the committee and members, 
Mr Norton and all other members of staff who have willingly 
given up their time to enlighten and entertain us so successfully 
during the past year. 

R.J.H. 

DANCING CLASS 

I have never experienced anything like that five minute 
wait before the first dancing class-all the tortures of China in 
one place. At last our mentor arrived and we began our Penguin
like shuffle around the hall-our best imitation of the art of 
dancing. 

When the visions from our sister-school wafted in on the 
sweet breath of the north wind, the shuffle became more studious 
and hands came out of pockets to be folded proudly. 

St Bede's showed its merits when we were told to choose 
partners, charge in and drag any vision of beauty along by the 
wrist, in a courtly fashion of course. 
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However, when we began to dance with these thistle-down 
footed specimens of perfection, they knew how to dance-we 
didn't-never so many apologies in so short a time-never so 
many crushed, maidenly feet. 

In subsequent lessons however, we became more en rapport 
with the terpsichorean art-or so we thought! In fact our 
mistakes become more ingrained and the delicate creatures had 
to resort to the noble art of judo to break them-or us ! 

Despite all this we did learn and when the G.c.E. 'guessing 
competitions' put an end to these classes our grief was incon
solable. Were examinations invented for the sole purpose of 
ending a scholar's only joys? 

G.H.S. (L. VI Trans.) 

THE LADIES t COMMITTEE 

There seems to be a logical order about it. The more boys, 
the bigger the staff-the bigger the staff, the more wives they 
have, collectively anyway, and good mothers who often help 
too. And the more boys, the more room they want and labs and 
lockers, and we can't be satisfied with the old targets of £400 or 
£500. 

So, with more young wives we tackled our big job this year 
of beating the already formidable total profits of recent years. 

With the enthusiasm we have come to expect and depend 
upon, the November Fair went off like a rocket and raised over 

. £680. Then came the Christmas Raffle, which added another 
£224. For the whole year, that is a grand total of over £900, of 
which £870 has been sent to the Treasurer of the Governors to 
help towards the maintenance of the School. A donation of 
£5 5s. od. was given to the World Refugee Fund, and £4 4s. od. 
to Speech Day prizes for Diligence. 

Although we claim a little credit for organising these things, 
as well as our husbands and sons into helping us, we are the 
first to realise that all would be naught without the astonishingly 
generous support of parents and boys. We thank all of them and 
Miss Bottomley for her expert Committee guidance, and look 
forward to a successful 1960-61. 

E.]. 
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LEADERSHIP COURSE, 
HOPWOOD HALL, MANCHESTER 

Just outside Manchester, in Middleton, is Hopwood Hall, 
the de la Salle Training College. It is an ideal place for a course 
of this nature; easily accessible, yet remote enough for the 
boys taking the course to feel that they are cut off from the 
distractions of daily life and able to concentrate on what is 
being said. 

The purpose of a leadership course is to train boys to assume 
moral leadership among their friends, and more particularly 
their non-Catholic friends at University, in a business, or wherever 
they mix with people. The boys try to learn how to become 
leaders in the work of Our Lord and hope to achieve this by 
their example to and influence over others. As the Outward 
Bound course trains young men in physical leadership, so this 
course trains them in spiritual leadership. 

The boys who went from St Bede's were Lindley, Stephenson, 
Blessington, Palframan, Hayes and Geoghegan, Sixth Form 
boys who are about to leave school and meet the 'big, bad 
world'. 

The course, which lasts a week, opened on Palm Sunday 
with a retreat. Silence, that is absolute silence, was asked for 
until Tuesday morning. It was not easy, but was certainly very 
helpful for recollection. The retreat was given by Father Whelap 
who runs the Y.C.W., and the Catholic Youth Centre at Salforq, 
and nothing but praise can be given for the way he conducted it. 

From Tuesday onwards, roughly the same daily pattern wa;s 
followed: lectures in the morning, the afternoon free for multi
farious activities, and gospel or social enquiries and singing 
practice for the Holy Week ceremonies in the evening. The 
lectures were given by outstanding Catholic people from all 
walks of life, all with the basic theme of trying to encourage the 
boys to make choices instead of drifting through life without 
any visible aim in mind. They covered subjects like the colour 
problem, the Catholic and secular press, Trade Unions, sex
instruction and the type of action which small groups could 
undertake. It would be impossible to describe each of these 
lectures in detail, but perhaps the most outstanding were those 
given by Mr Copple, Fr O'Haigh, S.J., and Sister Michael of the 
Little Sisters of the Assumption. Mr Copple, who is a shop
steward for the A.E.U., spoke about the Trade Unions and 
showed how Catholic influence could be applied. Father O'Haigh 
spoke about the Christian aspect of sex and the image of God in 
sex, and Sister Michael told us about her work in caring for the 
sick in the new town of Langley. These, I stress, are but three 
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lectures from some fifteen or sixteen, all equally excellent in 
their own way. 

Warm hospitality was shown to us by our hosts, the de la 
Salle brothers, who provided us with first-class accommodation 
with private rooms for everyone, excellent 'cuisine', which is a 
rare thing these days and ample sports' facilities. The boys 
from the other schools were easy to get on with and many new 
friendships were struck up during the week. Everything con
sidered, this was a week which will not soon be forgotten by 
those who took the course. 

P. F. GEOGHEGAN (L.VlA). 

SCOUT NOTES 

The highlight of the year was the Scout Party. A large group 
of scouts and parents saw the City Commissioner present the 
trophy for the Champion Troop of the City to V. Davis. This 
was followed by the District Commissioner's presenting two 
Queen's Scouts Certificates to the troop. The event closed with 
a superb fish and chip supper. Last year we won the Carte Shield 
for Swimming and the Forster Shield for Senior Scouts. We 
were also placed second in the Robinson Shield for First Aid 
and sixth in the Camping Trophy. 

The summer camp at Sleights was blessed with good weather. 
a group of over sixty enjoyed the moors and sea. One innovation 
was the use of Calor gas. Forced by the shortage of wood, we at 
last capitulated. Shades of Baden Powell! To wake up in the 
morning, light the gas· and go back to bed is something we've 
waited years to do. We'd like to be sentimental about breakfasts 
wrung from smoky fires, wet wood and waterlogged trenches 
but we were secretly pleased that our wood became short, until 
we saw the bill. But there's a fly in every ointment-especially 
at camp. 

The Ritz, beloved of Rovers for half a century, was burnt 
down early in the year. Many old scouts well remember the 
happy times they had there: the gargantuan meals and the 
nights talking round the big log fire. It was the ending of an age. 

B.D. 
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CATALOGUING THE SCHOOL LIBRARY 
'E PLURIBUS UNUM' 

In the past year the librarians have increased and multiplied 
and, we are sometimes led to believe, filled the earth, our staff 
now comprising some twenty-five willing helpers from all parts 
of the School. 

Since the inauguration of the library restoration these zealots 
have catalogued six thousand books, stuck ten thousand labels, 
used close on twenty bottles of Indian ink and written more than 
27,000 library cards. 

Nor is this work restricted to schooldays, for the librarians 
between them sacrificed two full weeks of their summer holidays 
to break the back of the General Library, the second of the three 
main libraries to be dealt with. 

The first fruits of their labour were sampled by the boys in 
the Middle and Senior School when the School Lending Library 
was opened in September. This venture has proved, we feel, 
deservedly popular, and though the coming of the warmer 
weather has brought the inevitable reduction in custom we still 
have many regular borrowers. The files for this library are nearly 
ready and will probably have been installed by the time this 
article is read. 

Hand in hand with this operation another is steadily progress
ing, that of cataloguing the Junior Library, which, it is hoped, 
will be completed during the summer holidays, leaving us fre~ 
to start work on the departmental libraries. ; 

I should like to thank both the librarians, who have given 
up so much of their free time and worked so diligently in the 
interests of their School, especially Lewis, Ellison and Bates 
(IV Alpha) and Allen (IlIA) who have undertaken so ably the 
supervision of the librarians in the months prior to the Advanced 
G.C.E. 

J.M. (U.vlA). 

[Under Mr Gaffney's superVISIOn the Library Staff, led by 
J. Melville and J. Prentice, are rapidly carrying out a mammoth 
task. Our heartiest congratulations and thanks.-ED.] 

SPANISH MUTINY 
For years now the Spanish Academy has experienced immense 

difficulty in preserving amicable relations between the letters 
of the Spanish alphabet. This is no tongue-in-the-cheek remark, 
for the Hispanic peoples are deeply conscious of the debt they 
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owe to the Academy for its constant vigilance. Indeed, it is 
only because of such vigilance that the letters of the Spanish 
alphabet continue to live, if begrudgingly, in their narrow com
munity. There have been occasional eruptions, there have been 
darkly whispered hints at scandal, there have been moments 
when revolution has been imminent, when Hispanic culture has 
hung precariously in the balance. One may yet meet old men, 
who, from the vague land of memory, can extract the details 
of the visit of the most eminent members of the Academy to 
Lisbon, in the vain hope of persuading the Portuguese to permit 
the adoption of their language in the whole of the Peninsula. 
It was rumoured at the time that the letters were frivolously 
indulging themselves in most dangerous displays of alphabetical 
brinkmanship. . 

It is possible to give a more specific idea of the general trend 
of affairs by relating the details of one particular altercation, 
the letter at the centre of dispute in this case being the H. The 
row in itself was of very minor proportions indeed but has 
immense importance from the fact that it was overheard and 
preserved verbatim for posterity. 

In all fairness to the H one must admit that it has a very 
real grievance. In the opinion of this letter the Spanish Academy's 
conduct was quite indefensible the day it declared the aspirated 
Hananathema. It has been a subject for jokes amongst the other 
letters ever since. Even the Academy's declaration at a later 
date that CH should henceforth count as one letter was scant 
consolation, although this happy marriage has been the envy 
of many letters condemned for ever to a state of involuntary 
spinsterhood. 

When the rumpus began the five vowels, using their greater 
importance as a pretext, had separated from the consonants. 
They rushed hastily back, however, to ascertain the cause of 
the row. They knew quite rightly that only nonsense could be 
spoken when they were away. 'Ee!' cried the second vowel, 
coming forward and giving her name, 'stop quarrelling and tell 
us what's happened.' The mass of quite incomprehensible verbiage 
being poured out by the consonants trailed off into silence now 
with the arrival of the vowels. 'Ay I' exclaimed the first of these 
with her customary supercilious air, 'we can't leave you for· a 
moment if you are to be understood and be of any use at all.' 

'Oh I' said the fourth vowel, 'let's punish the guilty and 
insure against any repetition.' Then I, as rigid and inflexible 
as ever, agreed with the words of the 0, the U merely frowned 
and growled ominously. 'Tell us what has happened', said the 
vowels, whereupon such a jabber arose from the dissident ones 
that it was not possible to understand them. The authority of 
the A, however, quickly imposed itself and the five vowels sat 
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down as a tribunal and peace was momentarily restored. In due 
deference to her position as first consonant B was designated as 
spokesman, and this letter, bowing graciously as if in gratitude 
for the preference with which the vowels had honoured her, 
spoke thus: 'I must begin by pointing out that what has passed 
between us is a matter of little consequence and has arisen from 
quite wrongful appraisals of individual worth. The C came out 
in defence of her marriage partner on hearing the K contend 
that the H was a useless letter, and but for a somewhat fortunate 
marriage to the C would have had no use at all.' 

'Liar!' shouted the K interrupting the speaker. At this point 
the Q, the eternal rival of the K poured forth a torrent of abuse 
which effectually countered the K's insolence. The other con
sonants, finding the situation humorous burst into laughter and 
several moments elapsed before silence was restored. The B 
then continued: 'The H, hearing his uselessness being spoken 
about, tried to defend himself, but his words were so vitriolic 
that several of his companions were offended'. 

'What kind of insults had they directed at the H before this ?' 
asked the O. 

'They said, for example, that it got in the way, and that the 
same could be written without it as with it', replied the B. 

'That's enough', exclaimed the A, 'although I cannot entirely 
condone the conduct of the H, I feel rather sympathetic and 
can well imagine his feelings at being classified as useless. Those 
who maintain this are quite in error. None of you have any use, 
whatever without being joined to a vowel, and for this reasoIJ.[ 
alone you should be humble. If vanity is to be pardoned at all, 
surely one should pardon that of the H. This letter represents 
education and culture. It is the letter which shows whether the 
person who writes is educated or not. How you all laugh at seeing 
ombre (hombre=man) written thus without the letter you 
consider useless.' 

'With or without the H', said the R, 'it will still be a man'. 
'Yes, but a man without education', said the A, who then 
declared the matter ended. However, on rising she addressed 
herself to the consonants, asking them to treat the H with the 
consideration he deserved and thus avoid a repetition of this 
lamentable scene. Only the R remained unconvinced, unshakeable 
in his belief in the uselessness of the H, and so it was quite 
natural that, although he couldn't hum, he should go on (h)arring. 

D.T. 



ATHLETICS TEAM 

BRADFORD INTER-GRAMMAR SCHOOL CHAMPIONS, 1959-60 



SENIOR IST XI 
Back Row-Mr "Whitford, ]. Fisher, M. Moran, D. Brennan, P. Robinson, 

]. Bach, A. Spence, G. McGrath 
Front Row-K. Turley, Z. Sinicki, C. Cotton, M. Fitzpatrick, R. Spink 

SENIOR 2ND XI 
Back Row-Mr Thompson, ]. Mills, S. Redfern, ]. Mannion, W. P. Boylan, 

E. Lawler, C. Lengyel 
Front Row-B. Donaghy,]. Hagerty,]. Thristan, H. Wodarzski, A. Rumbold 



UNDER 15 1ST XI 
FOURFOLD CHAMPIONS, LEAGUE WINNERS 

Back Row-Mr Hill, J. Bach, C. Fitzpatrick, A. Crowley, A. Diguinaitis, 
J. Mitchell, A. Rumbold, J. Woodhouse, Mr Larkin 

Second Row-J. Clark, G. Glennon, G. McGrath, G. Barlow, J. Mills, 
S. Goodwin, B. Carroll 

Front-K. Shackleton, J. Farrar, J. Hunt, M. Keenan 

UNDER 15 2ND XI 
Back Row-C. Fitzpatrick, M. Bradshaw, D. Rowan, B. Carroll, J. Clark 

Front Row-Mr Hill, J. Glennon, J. Farrar, M. King, S. Hanlon, M. Hughes, S. White 



UNDER 13 1ST XI 

Back Row-Mr Colgan, 'Wignall, 'Webster, Kenny, Stubbs, Harney 
Front Row-'I'VaJsh, Verity, O'Connor, V/hitehead, Hudson, Ryszchowski 

UNDER 13 2ND XI 
Back Row-Mr Dooley 
Second Row-Verity, Hudson, Harrison, Nixon, Tracey 
Front Row-Mnrgatroyd, Thornton, Hines, Ormandy, Isherwood, l'Ybelan 
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A NEW VENTURE: 4BAEDAt 
'The Moving Finger writes; and having writ, 
Moves on ; nor all thy Piety nor Wit, 
Sha1llure it back to cancel half a line ; 
Nor all thy Tears wash out a word of it: 

35 

Thus the perils of journalism were expressed eight hundred 
years ago, and the five producers of the new school monthly, 
Baeda, can now appreciate these sentiments. Not that they have 
undue need of tears, for correcting fluid and the paper's surprising 
popularity have diminished much of the editors' early appre
hension and the typists' mistakes. 

How large should it be ? How do we duplicate it ? How much 
should it cost? How many will we sell? These arid other questions 
were solved with the help. and advice of Mgr Sweeney and 
Misses Bottomley and Dwyer. The resultant four-page issue 
costs a penny, and of the third edition in May, over four hundred 
copies were sold. 

Informality is the keynote; a necessity when the same in
formation must be intelligible to juniors and interesting to older 
boys. But due to the high standard of the contributions, for which 
we must thank so many staff and pupils, the Baeda seems quite 
attractive to the whole School and promises well for the future. 

By the time you read this article another edition will have been 
printed. We trust you will have read and enjoyed it. 

A. J. HANNEY, P. W. BOYLAN, D. J. PRENTICE, 
J. H. KINDER, J. MELVILLE. 

THE FRENCH ASSISTANT(E)S 
The Assistants come, have their brief stay and 10, they are 

gone. But they still keep in touch with the School and correspond 
with different members of the staff. 

Fr Lafargue (having completed his university studies) is now 
teaching at the College of St Louis Gonzague. His father died 
early this year. R.I.P. 

Mme and M. Bornhauser and their two children live in New 
York, and had their first holiday for a long time back in France 
last summer. He works in U.N.O. M. Chazau is married in 
Switzerland. M. Carrassett is completing his studies at Bordeaux 
University this term where recently he was surprised to find 
among the students there an old pupil of his from St Bede's, 
M.Brogan. 

Mile Argence was married last August and the School sent her 
their good wishes. Mile Perbal, having spent some time at a 
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University in the South of France, is back again in Algeria. 
M. Adam still resides at Antibes, that beautiful part of France. 
We have had no recent news of M. M. Poulier, Willard and 
Debuissier. 

This year's assistant, Mile C. Lantaume, leaves us with our 
very best wishes. 

The assistants are always delighted to receive a copy of our 
magazine. 

J.B. 

~VEDERE MARSIGLIA POI MORIRE! . • : 

It all began with the world-famous sardine who choked the 
harbour of Marseilles. The Marseillais overcome with scorching 
sun and quenched with 'pastis' say, that confronted by her, the 
monster of the Loch Ness pulled a face as long as a wet week-end! 
The Scots themselves were befogged, no doubt. But our dear 
sardine was there, lying between two piers, huge, tremendous. 
That's why in Marseilles you can taste the local 'fish and chips' 
called 'la bouillabaisse', a fish soup with its '2,057 variety, tomato, 
ketchup'. The first 'bouillabaisse' of course was made from the 
so-called legendary sardine. But as nowadays it is difficult to 
find whale-like ones, we put in it anything, including shell-fish, 
hog-fish and toasted bread-that concerns the fish. The 'chips' 
are in fact a few pimentoes and pepper-so that you can recall 
it a long time after having tasted it ! At any moment the sardine 
threatens of reappearing. Even in a blazing sun, it seems, sue 
can pop out from the great blue sea. Perhaps does she want to l?e 
deafened with the grating of the cicadas. Perhaps is she fed up 
to be always in the Mare Nostrum and she wants to slip away 
under the fine blue sky of Provence. Anyway, all along the 
coast you can see thousands of true-born men of Provence 
awaiting her! Some of them on their threshold, others their 
feet dangling down in the blue deep waters, but all of them 
drowsy and not feeling like working. They seem to sweat their 
fat out; they're thirsty, they've always done too much work 
the day before and, anyway, it's good to rest a bit. But the 
trouble of Marseilles, that small paradise, is that the word 'bit' 
seems to last a whole life! Thus, the city of sun is overpowered 
by a good omen; an enormous, incomprehensible legend born 
on one dog-day when our Father Sun was burning white, or 
an autumn day when the 'Mistral' mad with joy hastened down 
the valley to flay the bark off two or three olive trees, too old 
indeed, and to calm down those chatterboxes, the lazy and 
basking cicadas. 

CHRISTIANE LANTAUME. 
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LONGUE ET HEUREUSE RETRAITE 

MR JOHN BROGAN AND MR BERNARD WAITE 

Mr John Brogan has just retired after twenty-nine years 
service to the School as Senior French Master. He was educated 
in Scotland and then graduated with an Honours Degree in 
French at London University. He continued his studies in France, 
where he also taught for a short period; and on returning to 
England was employed in schools in Dumfries and Wolverhamp
ton, joining the staff of St Bede's in September, I93I. 

Almost every youth who has taken French in the School 
during his time here has come under his influence. His willing 
advice and help have been available both inside and outside 
class, and it is significant that his successor as Senior French 
Master is one of his old pupils and that another of the present 
French staff was taught by him. He was responsible, too, for the 
fairly extensive system of 'exchange' between French pupils 
and boys of St Bede's, and for the supervision of a long succession 
of French student-teachers in the School. 

In his youth, John Brogan was a sprinter and high jumper; 
and at one time he was a member of the Bradford Secondary 
Schools' Sports ComInittee. He has always shown a keen interest, 
not only in matters of classroom routine, but in many extra
curricular activities. 

We wish him a long and happy retirement with his wife and 
two sons-Martin, who was School Captain, and Peter, both at 
present at Sheffield University. 

Mr Bernard Waite is retiring from the French staff of the School 
after thirty-three years service, one of the longest periods of 
teaching in the history of the School. 

Mr Waite was educated in London and at Oxford University, 
where he graduated with an Honours degree in French. He 
served overseas in the I9I4-I8 War, returning to teach for sOme 
years in Oxford before coIning to St Bede's in September, I927. 

Throughout his service to the School he has been most con
scientious and methodical, his quiet and unassuming manner 
masking a varied scholarship and endearing him to generations 
of students of French. He was particularly successful with boys 
of the Middle School, with whom he has been associated for 
many years. 

Mr Waite is also an able musician and choirmaster, and since 
the installation of an organ in the school, he has been our official 
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organist. He has been most helpful to those boys who are learning 
to play the organ. 

Among other accomplishments, he is a very knowledgeable 
gardener, whose chrysanthemums bear comparison with any 
on a show bench, and a keen photographer with many excellent 
records of sports, prize days, garden parties and kindred school 
events. The photograph reproduced here is a self-portrait. 

We hope he has a long and fruitful retirement, with his wife 
and family, which now includes many grandchildren. 

PROSUNT AD MULTOS ANNOS 

ESPERANTO, LA MONDPACA LINEVO 

The above claim ('Esperanto, the Language of World Peace') 
is a keystone of Esperantism. After seventy years the language 
has become an intercontinental missile of peace, though if its 
originator, Dr Zamenhof, the Polish eye surgeon and linguist, and 
such noted exponents as Tolstoy and Jules Verne, could see 
the results of their labours they would realise all the more how 
much the world needs a common language. 

Unesco has already recommended Esperanto as an Inter
national language, and recently took the historic step of in
cluding Dr Zamenhof among the 'six greatest world personalitieq 
for recognition in 1960', not only for his masterpiece, but also, 
for the noble ideas of humanism which he linked with it. With 
their encouragement it is already studied in the schools of 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Holland, New Zealand 
and Yugoslavia. 

The schoolboy, already harassed by the complex grammars 
of Latin, Greek, French, and English would find Esperanto 
grammar simple. It can be learnt to fluency in three months! 
Learn Esperanto. It is worth while. 

Preno vian pasporton, Esperanton Lingvon, por ke vi povo 
vojagi al Esperantujo. 

'Take your passport, the Esperanto language, in order to 
travel to Esperantoland.' 

D. ALLEN (lIlA), 
Editor of White Rose Esperanto Journal. 
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FROM OUR READERS 

What interests boys in their spare time? Our contributors 
show by their subjects what is nearest their hearts. J. Clark 
(IlIA) makes this clear: 

'What's on to-night ?' they all do ask 
And stand around to stare: 
One square-eyed fan replies with glee 
'Why Huck and Yogi Bear l' 
But here comes Jinx, he's out for blood, 
Those mice had better run 
For when that cat is on the prowl 
They'll never have their fun. 

Friend Jinx is overwhelmed again and goes to his feline 
Valhalla to be judged for his misdeeds on earth; but we need not 
fear: 

For one thing we have overlooked 
By which poor Jinx survives, 
It is, that from the start of time 
A cat has had nine lives. 
The soul of Jinx returns to earth, 
One gone and eight to go : 
It's back to normal once again, 
'I hate those meeces so l' 

In more serious vein, R. Szafranski (IIA) writes: 'Practically 
all the Polish boys in Bradford go to Polish school on Saturday. 
They pay 1/6 per week each and pay for their own books. Most 
parents get Polish papers on Saturdays which have riddles in 
them and you can win books if you solve them.' 

Another experience at first hand is provided by M. Davingoff 
(Vs): The Corsicans are a proud race but their life is undis
turbed by the chaos of modern life. The old men spend most of 
their time playing cards or boules, while the more enthusiastic 
youths spend the day at the seaside or at one of the many 
mountain lakes or streams'. 

However, M. Lewis (IV Alpha) will have none of this: 'Go 
see the Leaving Tower of Pisa or the Eiffe1 Tower if you wish 
and leave me among the gay, happy crowd at a Cricket Festival'. 

We have, of course, contributions from more serious pens: 
'Thus, the number of teeth on the chainwheel is multiplied by 
the diameter of the wheel, and the result of this is divided by 
the number of teeth on the sprocket .. .' (F. Parker, IV Alpha on 
'Derailleur Gears'.) K. Wood (IV Alpha) is equally technical on 
Astro-Telescope making. 'If the focal length of the lens is 40" 
then the main tube should be about 35" long and the smaller 
tube about 6" long so as to allow for fine adjustment .. .' 
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We suspect the authenticity of the following contribution. 
'Dear Cur, We notice a movement for Esperanto in certain 
quarters, but suggest that if English spelling were simplified, 
communication would be far easier. Why not write of "ghoti 
and ghoughphthoooooooo" instead of the vulgar "fish and chips", 
then all would understand. In ghoti, "gh" is pronounced as 
in "rough", "0" as in "women", and "ti" as in station. In the 
second word, "gh" as in "hiccough", "ough" as in "dough", 
"phth" as in "phthisis" and the eight "o"s as written.' Our 
suspicions were aroused when the boy whose name was appended 
to the letter, one Z. Ryszchowski, denied having written it. 
This 'ghoti', we feel, is a red herring. 

Finally, a moral from D. Davingoff (HID) : 'As he passed the 
finishing post feeling sick and with legs of lead, Davingoff was 
told his position "69th". "Out of how many?" "70" came back 
the reply. Davingoff changed and went home feeling disappointed, 
thinking he could have done better if he had tried.' 

Compiled by P.J.M. and E.A.D. 

POEMS 

GRACIOUS LIVING, 1960 

A LAMENT 

Oh, the Dining Halls of Heaton are the very latest word, 
And to criticise such grandeur seems unkind, if not absurd; 
For we bask in splendid pastels perched on tabulated steel 
At tables all formica-topped to munch our midday meal. 

Forgive us then if we recall those crowded days of yore 
And memories of Fridays come a-reeking to the fore, 
When heaven-sent aromas made us dribble at the lips: 
Not only had we then our Fish-we also had our Chips. 

Oh, the Dining Halls of Heaton stand atop that hallowed ridge, 
Resplendent in their lino-tiles and plastic-handled fridge: 
A chalet-styled Casino gay with every modern Con, 
But you'll not play the tables there, for all the chips have gone! 

M. T. HEAD (Vz) alias P.J.M. 
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PANORAMA FROM A LAKELAND MOUNTAIN 
All around-dishevelled hills, 
Streams which plunge down rocky ghylls, 
Belts of green and russet trees, 
Gently ruffled by the breeze. 
South-Helvellyn's wrinkled face, 
Derwent at the mountain's base, 
Keswick nestling at its foot 
Untouched by the dirt and soot. 
Silver waters gliding by 
On the wind a raven's cry, 
Far away or silver line-
Seas reflect the cloud's white shine. 

R.H. (IV Alpha). 

A FRAGMENT FROM KOUPLA KANS 
In St Bede's school did mighty He 
A stately pleasure-ground decree: 
Where Alt, the scraper-driver, toiled 
And ancient bed-springs snake-like coiled, 
And rusted garbage-cans were found, 
With bottles, in the Heaton ground. 

But oh ! that deep romantic tip 
On Wilmer Road's long narrow lip. 
And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething 
A pair of underpants were breathing: 
We know not why or whence or when, 
So shall not mention same again ... 

P.F.G. and M.E. (IV Alpha). 

SPRING 
Winter's gone, Spring is here, 

All the world is gay, 
Bringing joy and happiness 

All along its way. 

Every tree awakens, 
Answering to the call, 

Spreading all its greenery 
Like a waterfall. 

4I 
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Up above, your blue sky 
Cheers our hearts and mind, 

Telling us of summer 
Following on behind. 

In the fields the gay lambs, 
Frisking as they play, 

Show us how they welcome 
The merry month of May. 

All the birds are singing 
In the leafy trees, 

Heralding your season 
Over vale and leas. 

THE OLDEST OLD BOY? 

C.D. (Ie). 

Looking back over the years as the oldest Old Boy of the 
school (other bona fide claimants excepted) I often wonder 
what has been the fate of the first masters and also of the other 
thirty-six boys who, wide-eyed and wonderingly on that fateful 
June morning in the year 1900, passed through those Grecian 
portals in Drewton Street, Bradford, to be welcomed by the 
first headmaster, Dr Hinsley, and to form the nucleus of tIciis 
now famous school. 

As to this noble entrance, that was about the only time, ,as 
far as I can recall, when boys were permitted to pass into or 
out of the school premises. Thereafter, this mode of entry was 
reserved for masters and visitors. On occasion, however, one or 
two boys did manage to slip out, though the risk was scarcely 
worth the candle-in those days! 

One of the very first masters, Mr Rosenbaum-a kindly soul 
-was responsible for the seniors in most subjects (he even took 
Scripture in the head's absence, on one occasion), and Mr Byles 
for the Juniors, since with such limited numbers, only two 
divisions seemed possible, at first. But the boys-what a mixed 
bag 1 Boys of all ages and ability from seven to thirteen years. 
In addition to these two masters, a number of visiting masters 
floated in : two from the Berlitz School of Languages, one each 
for French and German, taught strictly on the conversational 
method; Mr Phillips (anything but robust in health) taught 
Art and also Woodwork-this latter in the attic bedroom. 

At this time, neither the Chemistry Lab. (upstairs), nor the 
Physics (on the ground floor) was quite ready for use, as such, 
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and these subjects were left in abeyance until the arrival of 
Mr Livesey who proved a great acquisition to the School during 
his term of tutorship. Meanwhile, Fr John O'Connor had been 
installed as assistant to the head, whose work included many 
comings and goings in the interests of the School with its ever
growing numbers. Fr O'Connor, therefore, had a fair amount 
of teaching to do. His sojourn at the school was brief, if 
memorable. 

On Mr Byles' farewell, Mr Sutherden (a somewhat frail man) 
became Junior Master, but continued ill health brought about a 
speedy retirement. It was left to Mr Tom Maslen, robust and 
equal to all tasks placed upon him-and there appeared to be 
many-to rejuvenate his charges. Through thick and thin he 
laboured for many years, proving a tower of strength to the 
first and successive headmasters. 

Mr Rosenbaum quitted the scene in 1901, and I remember 
that year very vividly; he volunteered to take a number of 
boys, about a dozen of us, I think, to hear the Proclamation 
of King Edward VII read from the Town Hall steps. The seething 
mass of humanity, however, swaying hither and thither proved 
just too much for some of us, and we were glad to be squeezed 
to the fringes of the crowd after prolonged torture. I found 
myself, eventually, half-way up Sunbridge road before I could 
breathe freely. 

In the same year, the Berlitz School men also went, and 
amongst the newcomers was Mr Hogg. Almost at once, the 
old der-Bleistift-die-Feder-das-Buch method of Language teach
ing was swept away and the grind into more intensive text
book and written work instituted-presumably for Examination 
purposes (the Oxford Locals were in the offing). Things now 
began to move, and a Mr Prescott, a London M.A. in Mathe
matics, whose broad Yorkshire accent proved both a source of 
inattention in class and of exaggerated imitations by the boys, 
moved also-out! And if I were asked which of the early masters, 
in addition to the head, made their mark upon the School, I 
should have no hesitation in mentioning Messrs Livesey, Hogg 
and Maslen. These were the men who formed the cornerstone 
of the School's educational foundation. 

Now, what of the boys? We worked hard and played hard; 
we also prayed. The exam results appeared to be good. As to 
Sport, within the first year we ran a good soccer team and a 
fair cricket XI, and despite impositions and occasional floggings 
-all of which we took in our stride as part-and-parcel of normal 
school routine-we had a happy time. 

And still I wonder what has been the fate of those I met 
some sixty years ago. 

JOHN BROWN. 
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EXAMINATION SUCCESSES, 1958-59 

UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS 
LOCAL AUTHORITY AWARDS 

BRADFORD CITY COUNCIL SCHOLARSHIP 
Peter Brogan, Christopher Hogg, Michael Sheard. 

DEWSBURY MAJOR EXHIBITION 
David Connor, Francis Leadbetter. 

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY STUDENTSHIP 
Michael Sheard. 

WEST RIDING COUNTY EXHIBITIONS 
Anthony Broady, Donald Hamilton, Anthony Murphy. 

'NEST RIDING COUNTY UNIVERSITY BURSARY 
John Storey. 

NORTHERN UNIVERSITIES 
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION 

ADVANCED LEVEL 
D. Brennan, A. Broady, P. Brogan, R. Byrne, M. J. Connor, 

C. Cotton, G. Doherty, N. Jorden, E. Lawler, A. Leadbetter, 
F. Mackwood, T. Metcalfe, P. Peacock, M. Sheard, D. Smith, 
P. Stevens, J. Storey, J. Thristan, J. Ward, P. Geoghegan, 
W. Boylan, D. T. Connor, M. Cooper, S. Fenelon, A. Gartland, 
D. Hamilton, J. Hewitt, C. Hill, J. Hogg, P. Kennedy, J. Kinder, 
V. Kneafsey, C. McCavana, M. McManus, P. Milner, A. Murphy, 
J. Murray, J. Shaw. 

ORDINARY LEVEL 
C. Aaron, D. Bowles, M. Cody, J. Connor, B. Donaghy, T. 

Firth, A. Gaffney, J. Gannon, A. Gregson, A. Gunn, P. Gunn, 
B. Hancock, P. Harte, P. Hatton, P. Hayes, D. Henry, N. 
Judge, A. Kneafsey, P. Lawler, C. Lengyel, D. McEvoy, B. 
McLaren, J. McNamee, J. Malcolm, M. Millbank, A. Moore, 
P. Petrovic, M. Proctor, M. Routledge, A. Spence, M. Sutcliffe, 
P. White, C. Woodford, J. Zeromski, G. Bateson, J. Brown, 
D. Coghlan, J. Cummings, D. Denning, J. Fisher, B. Fitzpatrick, 
P. Handley, M. Hebden, B. Lambert, A. Lee, J. McAndrew, 
K. McGrath, J. McKenzie, A. Madden, J. Maloney, R. Moffat, 
M. Moran, D. Paine, P. Parkinson, M. Phillips, S. Redfern, J. 
Reynolds, J. Rowley, M. Spellman, J. Turner, J. P. Walsh, 
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C. Whiteley, D. Ayrton, B. Beebe, D. Byrne, D. Creedon, R. 
Davis, D. Harris, M. Holroyd, J. McDermot, J. McDonough, 
M. Mulkeen, J. O'Boyle, M. Batty, E. Burke, P. Ferguson, 
A. Hanney, M. Hulme, J. Stephenson, P. Barker, B. Boylan, 
P. Brook, F. Bugatto, D. Butterfield, J. Casson, K. Cottenham, 
W. Danson, E. Davingoff, C. Dunn, D. Gallagher, A. Hodgson, 
P. Houlker, D. Kennedy, K. Kennedy, P. Kitchen, A. McKenna, 
L. Riles, G. Sexton, V. Stefanuti, K. Swaine, K. Turley, A. 
Turner, F. Walsh, L. Walsh, T. Webb, H. Wodarcyzk, ]. Austin, 
R. Brannigan, M. Halloran, D. Hamilton, P. McDermott, J. 
Mitchell, R. Moorhouse, J. Smith, D. Wilcock, J. O'Melia, M. 
Shaw, M. Bower, J. Coan, A. Collins, N. Johnson, J. Kenny, 
P. Geoghegan, J. Hewitt, V. Kneafsey. 

First in Form First in R.I. 
L.VIA Stephen Martin Peter R. Ferguson 
L.VI Se. Richard J. Hemingway John Jagger 
VA Joseph McDermott Michael Barrett 
V ALPHA David McEvoy Philip F. Geoghegan 
VB J ames McKenzie Brian Rowley 
Vs Paul A. Turner Bernard Boylan 
VT John Austin Richard Moorhouse 
VG Michael Bower James Kenny 
IV ALPHA Jeffrey M. Grant Michael T. Flanagan 
lVB Teodor Szwoch Janusz Flammer 

Michael Catlow 
IVs John C. Whiteley Michael Flood 

Kevin Shackleton 
IVT Stephen Robinson John Sheehan 
IVG Ian C. Gledhill Michael A. Sherry 
UIA Michael A. Lewis John Halloran 
IIIB Kevin O'Hara J ames Harrison 
Ills William P. Johnston Desmond Mahon 
lIIe Francis Gaunt Thady O'Malley 
UID Glaive P. Byrne Geoffrey Barlow 
IIA Anthony Watson Peter Roche 

James McCaul 
lIB Christopher Wharton Stephen Walsh 

Anthony Hanson 
lIe John M. Crossley David Mosley 
lID Simon Rock Peter Hesoltine 
IA Maurice Scanlon Philip Holroyd 
IB Peter Martin Christopher Morrin 
Ie Ian Lightowler Paul Byrne 
ID Terence Halloran Charles Brown 

Paul Mitchell 
IE Zygmunt Ulanowski Michael Busfield 
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RELIGIOUS CERTIFICATES 

HIGHER RELIGIOUS CERTIFICATES 

Distinction Plus 

Credit 
P. Brogan, R. Byrne, A. Gartland, J. Hewitt, C. Hill, P. 

Kennedy, J. Kinder, J. Murray, P. Peacock, D. Smith, J. Ward, 
E. Burke, M. Fitzpatrick, M. Fletcher, J. Hagerty, A. Hanney, 
R. Hemingway, J. Jagger, J. Lynch, S. Martin, D. Palframan. 

Pass 
P. Boylan, D. Brennan, M. Cooper, M. J. Connor, C. Cotton, 

G. Doherty, S. Fenelon, N. Jorden, V. Kneafsey, E. Lawler, 
F. Leadbetter, M. McManus, P. Milner, A. Murphy, J. Shaw, 
P. Stevens, J. Thristan, J. Walker, M. Batty, J. Bavarskis, 
B. Blessington, D. Copeland, M. Herbert, M. Hulme, M. King, 
J. Melville, J. Prentice, A. Shannon, Zbigniew Sinicki, J. 
Stephenson, M. Thornton, J. o 'Melia, P. Howden. 

B. Boylan. 

SCHOOL RELIGIOUS CERTIFICATES 

Distinction Plus 

Credit 
P. Geoghegan, A. Gunn, P. Gunn, B. Hancock, P. Harte, 

P. Hayes, D. Henry, Csaba Lengyel, J. Malcolm, D. McEvoy, 
J. McNamee, M. Millbank, A. Moore, P. Petrovic, A. Spence, 
M. Sutcliffe, C. Woodford, G. Bateson, R. Brown, J. Cummings, 
B. Fitzpatrick, B. Lambert, J. McAndrew, J. McKenzie, M. 
Moran, S. Redfern, J. Reynolds, B. Rowley, D. Gallagher, 
K. Turley, P. Turner. 

Pass 
C. Aaron, D. Bowles, M. Cody, J. Connor, B. Donaghy, T. 

Firth, A. Gaffney, J. Gannon, A. Gregson, P. Hatton, N. Judge, 
A. Kneafsey, P. Lawler, B. McLaren, M. Proctor, M. Routledge, 
P. White, J. Zeromski, D. Coghlan, D. Denning, J. Fisher, P. 
Handley, B. Laws, A. Lee, J. Madden, K. McGrath, D. Paine, 
J. Parkinson, M. Philips, A. Spellman, J. Walsh, C. Whiteley, 
P. Brook, F. Bugatto, R. Callaghan, J. Casson, K. Cottenham, 
W. Danson, A. Guilfoyle, J. Hughes, D. Kennedy, K. Kennedy, 
P. Kitchen, G. Sexton, R. Davis, J. McDonagh. 
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PRIZES FOR OPEN AWARDS 

(Presented by the Headmaster) 

47 

Anthony Broady, Donald H. Hamilton, Anthony Murphy, 
John A. Storey, David T. Connor. 

(Presented by the Knights of St Columba) 
Michael G. Sheard, Francis Leadbetter. 

(Presented by the Newman Association, Bradford Circle) 

Peter J. Brogan, Christopher Hogg. 

PRIZES FOR SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS 

PRIZES FOR THE BEST RESULTS IN FORM SIX 

(Presented by the Chairman of the Governors) 

ARTS: Michael G. Sheard SCIENCE: David T. Connor 

PRIZES FOR THE BEST RESULTS IN FORMS FIVE 
V ALPHA AND VA 

(Presented by the Catenian Association) 

V ALPHA: Peter J. Hayes VA: David Creedon 

V BETA AND VTjVSjVG 

(Presented by the Staff) 

V BETA: Alexander Lee VTjVSjVG: Richard Moorhouse 

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR DILIGENCE 

(Presented by the Ladies' Committee) 

IIA Christopher Watson IA Roger Naylor 
IIB John Linskey IB Anthony Callaghan 
IIc Paul McNally Ic Anthony Lightowler 
IID Stanislaw Winiarski ID Anthony Priestley 

IE Henryk Figon 
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UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 

ST MARY'S COLLEGE, ABERYSTWYTH 

Once more the time has grown ripe for the annual dispatches 
from Old Boys in the colleges around England. As not much is 
known about this comparatively new seminary in secular circles, 
I think that a few facts of information would not bore the 
readers of the magazine. 

The college was opened as a Late Vocations Seminary in I947. 
Five priests of the Carmelite Order run the College and a parish 
of over 500 square miles in Menevia. In this district there are 
five Mass centres besides the Parish Church in Aberystwyth 
serving some 400 parishioners. Among the small number of 
students at the College we have two Old Boys. Bernard Jackson 
is in second year, due to leave for the Major Seminary, whose 
place we hope is to be filled by other Old Boys. Also we have 
Bernard Boylan in first year. 

In the past years the college has arranged football games 
with the local societies and we have even had a cricket match 
with the Catholic Society of the University. For the studnets 
alone we have tennis, swimming and a little croquet in the 
summer. Need I add that the billiards table, recently renovated, 
is in use all year round. 

But yet Latin still prevails as the most important topic 
throughout the year. We also have other arts subjects to keep 
us occupied but we still look forward to starting church Latin 
in second year. With this accomplished we feel we have 
approached a definite step nearer the gateway of the noblest; 
of all callings. 

B.J. 

HULL UNIVERSITY 

The University of Kingston-upon-Hull was once a happy 
hunting ground for Bedesmen. Now, unfortunately the School 
is poorly represented there being but two-Christopher J. H. 
Hogg, a physicist, and Anthony Broady, a geographer, both 
freshmen. We believe that it is not unpopularity that is to blame. 
Having only 600 more students in the entire establishment 
than there are at St Bede's indicates that quality is always put 
before quantity at Hull. 

The University is small, neat and compact, the essential 
theme being a retention of the personal atmosphere which is 
sadly lacking in the majority of Universities. 

We are ideally situated between two public houses on the 
outskirts of the city, the influence of which is only noticed when 
the wind blows from the direction of the fish docks. 
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To any Bedesman contemplating a sojourn in this historic 
city we wish to point out that in addition to the regulation 
laid down by the Chief Commissioner other requirements must 
be fulfilled, notably a strong constitution. 

Anyone possessing these qualifications will be warmly welcomed. 
A.B. 

LEEDS SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
Noel P. Jorden, in an exquisitely written note (other corres

pondents please not to take umbrage), indicates that he is settling 
down very happily at Leeds. English Schools of Architecture, 
in an endeavour to raise our standards of Continental levels, 
now demand a period of five years training, longer than any 
University course except medicine, with encouragement to 
travel and accumulate wide experience. 

LEEDS UNIVERSITY 

The sturdy black-red brick of Leeds withstood the strain of 
this year's intake of Bedesmen. Three newcomers to the Textile 
Department noted the sudden boom in that industry closely 
following their arrival at Leeds. We are proud to record that 
Terry Metcalfe played for the University at soccer, and John 
Ward hopes to do likewise at snooker. 

Peacock, Bottomley, Deery, Jackson, Fitzpatrick, McCavana, 
Kennedy, Van Issum (Research), Ward, Metcalfe, Bottomley, 
and Mackwood comprise the ex-Heaton hard core and extend a 
warm welcome to the many of their fans at St Bede's who will 
be rushing to join them at Leeds in September. 

F.M. 

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY 

Lost to sight from time to time mid the thick black clouds 
of smoke belching forth from the subterranean railway line, 
their conversation drowned now and again by the roar of the 
trains, the screeching of tyres and the occasional demoniacal 
shriek of laughter as 'local youth with careful aim bounces 
gravestone on head of engine driver sixty feet below', four 
distinguished ex-Bedesmen nevertheless stand out among the 
spirited company zig-zagging across the street from the students' 
Union to the Cohen Library. Brian Harney in his fifth year 
here, has virtually completed his M.A. studies in Economics, 
and now moves to Leeds for a session in Education. Tony 
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Higgins, fresh from a Geo. Soc. Easter expedition to Spain, takes 
his B.A. degree in May; two likely lads from the Heavy 
Woollen area, Tony Murphy and Frank Leadbetter, are 
reluctantly recognising the proximity of exams at the end of a 
boisterous first year. 

Away from the viaduct the University is expanding rapidly. 
Huge new Civil Engineering and Physics buildings have recently 
been opened, further Veterinary Science and Mathematics 
buildings are well under way, extensions to the Students' Union 
are in the offing and two more large annexes are planned along
side Rathbone Hall and Derby Hall in the pleasant residential 
area of Sefton Park. For prospective students here it may be of 
interest to know that Liverpool is almost certainly the best of 
the provincial universities in the field of Architecture and 
Building Science, Bio-Chemistry, Dentistry and Veterinary 
Science, and has excellent schools in Engineering, Law, Medicine, 
Mathematics, Physics, English and Social Science. 

Liverpool itself has much to offer in the way of entertainment 
-excellent theatres, a galaxy of jazz cellars and coffee bars, 
the Philharmonic Hall, Rubens, Aintree, Pierhead, Lime Street 
and The 'Chirdwall Abbey', etc., whilst anyone planning to enter 
a Hall of Residence would scarcely need outside entertainment 
in any case. The brighter sixth former could do much worse 
than set his sights on this great cosmopolitan University. 

A.F.L. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON 

London, once called the gateway to Balham, is to say the 
least not the ideal place to study, though an excellent place 
to be a student. As a yokel, straight from the Yorkshire moors, 
I found the traffic terrifying, the language baffling, and the beer 
flat. But like the other 20,000 yokels who arrived with me, I 
soon learned the ways of the metropolis and can now safely 
direct anyone anywhere, whether it be to Hackney Wick, Cy 
Lauries' Jazz Club, or to the nearest Watney's house. 

The Colleges in London are as numerous as the subjects. 
Examples: K.C.L. (King's College) for Theology, L.S.E. for 
Economics, N.C.L. for Engineering. The mother of all these 
colleges is University College which is rated to be the best in 
London for Egyptology, Advanced Serbo-Croat and Economics. 

U.c. stands like an anaemic Parthenon at the top of 'Godless 
Gower Sf. Only a stone's throw from King's Cross and Euston, 
and a gunshot from Soho, this noble edifice's only claim to fame 
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is a mummified philosopher, Jeremy Bentham, and an appearance 
in Doctor in the House, cunningly disguised as a hospital. 

Old Bedesmen are in their thousands (?) in London, some at 
University, some in hospital, some in Training College, and 
even worse, two at the London School of Economics. 

U.C. has only one. (There is the rumour that a Mr Breare 
still inhabits U.C. Hospital.) I hope I have whetted enough 
appetites for this number to be increased shortly. Welcome any 
Bedesman. 

J. A. STOREY. 

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY 

With the passing of the Street Offences Bill (1959), we feel 
confident in welcoming any bashful fresher to the Victoria 
University. The air of respectability in the city has even caused 
a renovated railway station to take the name-Manchester 
Piccadilly. Even if he does come without his raincoat, the 
fresher should not be perturbed by the University's coat of 
arms, which comprises a snake (rampant) searching for the 
sun (couchant) topped by an umbrella crest. For his relaxation, 
the newcomer will find that the men's and the women's unions 
have come together to share their activities in a new, shining, 
shining white building. Here his first impressions must be of-

'No occupation; all men idle; all. 
And women too, but innocent and pure.' 

Before the reader forms the impression that we are merely 
'apes of idleness', allow me to mention the ex-Bedesmen who 
are here, and their activities. This session we welcomed Brendan 
Barry to the History Department and David Connor to the 
Chemistry Department. Brendan, whose present home is at 
Norwich, has played football for the freshers' team and for the 
University 2nd team. Adam Woicjiecowski is now preparing 
for his finals, but he manages to relax at a game of tennis with 
the Chemistry Society. The History Department prides itself 
on its excellent staff-student relationships and in this respect, 
Tom Kelley was fortunate enough to be entertained to pale ale 
and a capon in the Medieval History professor's Pennine strong
hold. Tom is also a regular rugby player with the Historical 
Society. John McManus (second year History) belongs to the 
set in which 

'. . . universal plodding poisons up 
The nimble spirits in the arteries.' 

Yet, perhaps, a second glance at him might prompt the remark 
that he is 'not lean enough to be thought a good student'. 
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Finally, a word of warning to those Bedesmen coming to 
Manchester in the future. Bear in mind, that they will 

' ... teach you to drink deep 'ere you depart.' 
With that, my last word must be 

'To study, three years is but short: 
JOHN McMANUS. 

N.B.-For the curious and the awkward, a detailed list of 
references for the above quotations could be forwarded on 
application! 

NOTTINGHAM UNIVERSITY 
Having glanced through past magazines, it would seem that 

my first task is to introduce the Old Bedesmen at this University. 
This, I fear is more than I can do at this stage, as there is no 
one to introduce. I cannot comment on the progress of Mr X, 
or use well chosen words to describe Mr Y's prowess in the field 
of lacrosse or snooker. I could perhaps tell you how many cups 
of coffee I have consumed, but that would be an impossible 
task. Instead, let me conduct you around this fine University 
which was up to a few years ago, a college of London University. 
It is well situated, some three miles from the city centre, on the 
bank of a very picturesque lake across which the braver of the 
swimming enthusiasts race annually for a very coveted prize. 
Whilst on the subject of beer, another annual event springs to 
mind; the Engineers' Beer-race around the Lake, in which one' 
student is hauled around in a home made cart at break-neck 
speed, by four others. The passenger, garbed in pyjamas and 
crash helmet, has to drink a bottle of beer at each of five check
points, and the result of it all is four exhausted 'pullers' and one 
rather merry passenger. 

I hope to be able to welcome some more Old Boys to 
Nottingham next session, particularly in the Physics Department 
where I spend my leisure hours. 

D. H. HAMILTON. 

SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY 
The tally of Bedesmen at the University is now seven. Desmond 

Speight, first in order of senility and the only one with a per
manent as opposed to seasonal beard, having obtained an Honours 
B.A. in Geography last summer is now showing signs of wear 
after almost a year in the Education Department. 

Michael Monaghan, with finals this term, scuttles back and 
forth between the Fuel Technology Department and his room 
in Crewe Hall with a pile of books in one hand and a bucket of 
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coal in the other. His subject has taught him to bum the candle 
at both ends with some degree of expertise. None the less he still 
finds time to play soccer for his hall and faculty. 

Also residing in Crewe Hall are Peter McKeone and Martin 
Brogan. Peter, revered by his friends for his willingness to 
provide a cup of coffee or a bowl of soup at any hour of the day 
night, when not engaged in such corporal works of mercy is 
reading for a degree in English which seems to cover just about 
everyone from Beowulf to Behan. Martin on the other hand is 
reading French (when he can't get hold of the Penguin transla
tions) and is despised by his friends for his eagerness to partake 
of McKeone's coffee or soup whenever the occasion arises. 
Fear of outstaying his welcome has urged him to seek fresh 
accommodation this term at the University of Bordeaux. 

Our two medics seem to be wielding their scalpels to good 
effect. Peter Child, after spending last year dissecting earth
worms, dogfish and his landlady's cat is now down among the 
dead men in the anatomy department. Frank Murphy, a fourth 
year man, visits the various hospitals of the city where his 
reputation is growing as an expert in accidental euthanasia. 

Our only fresher, Peter Brogan, completes this lethargic 
litany. Scorning tradition he is reading Geography. When tired 
of reading he plays soccer for Stephenson Hall, where he and 
Peter Child live. All seven of us find that life, if taken in the 
right spirit (and this is sufficient quantity) can be quite bearable 
and would be delighted to welcome any Bedesmen who may be 
foolish enough to join us next term. 

P. J. BROGAN. 

SOUTHAMPTON SCHOOL OF NAVIGATION 
Last September saw Danny Harris and Mick Doran enter 

the 'School of Nav', to begin a specialized Pre-Sea Training 
Course prior to entering the Merchant Navy as a Cadet. The 
first few days we were 'all at sea' metaphorically speaking of 
course. However, we gradually found our 'sea legs' and were 
becoming proficient in many instances where not altogether 
efficient. The intricacies of Navigation and Nautical Astronomy 
began to unwind themselves. So by Christmas we could navigate 
a rowing dinghy with reasonable success. 

The Spring Term brought a new lease of life for us after a 
Junior Term. As Intermediates we were looked after, fairly 
comfortably by the new Juniors. On many a Saturday afternoon 
Danny Harris could be found playing soccer with the School 
XI, whilst MickDoran coxed gigs to victory (the cox being the 
prime position in a gig crew!) in pulling races in Southampton 
Water (on one or two magnificent occasions). 
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Before the advent of Spring we were repairing to the Main 
Lecture Hall for our Intermediate Exams. The outcome, a Second 
Class Honours apiece with Harris in the lead by 3 %. After 
Exams, a trip on a P. & O. liner and a Gunnery Course with the 
Royal Navy in Portsmouth added to our interests. 

The Fates made Mick Doran a Senior Executive, so throughout 
the Summer Term he will be wielding his mighty authority. 
When we arise from our slumber we shall strive to gain a first 
class honours in our finals in July. After which Danny Harris 
hopes to join the Union Castle, Clan Line Group, whilst the 
remainder is trying to enter the Blue Star Line. 

For any enthusiastic sailors remember our motto 'Strenuis 
ardua cedunt'. The meaning being carried out to the utmost 
possible extent. 

M.A.D. 

ST MARY'S COLLEGE, STRAWBERRY HILL 
The good name of St Bede's is reflected in the usual large 

contingent of Bedesmen at Simmaries this year. This year 
there are fourteen men from the 'Old School' who are engaged 
in various activities and pursuits which are to be found at 
Strawberry Hill. 

Dave Finnigan, having completed his two-year Teacher's 
Certificate Course, is now doing a Third Year Supplementary 
Course in Divinity, and will be taking up a post in Halifax ip. 
September. Second Year students include John Goulden, who is 
going back to Keighley to teach; John McDonnell, who has 
been accepted for a Third Year Course in Physical Education; 
Terry Morrell, who has been offered a post in Dewsbury and 
who has looked after the 'External Relations' of the College 
for the past year; Terry Bentley, who is Captain of Cross-Country 
and Athletics and who represents the Second Year on the Com
mittee of Management of the College; Jim McPhee, who has 
played on the College Soccer Ist XI, is Vice-Captain of Cricket 
and a member of the basketball team; Peter Corrigan, Chris 
Raynor and Paul Hill. 

In the First Year the School is represented by Joe Boylan, 
who is at the moment serving on the Committee of Management; 
Peter Durkin, who is a cross-country and tennis enthusiast; 
Pete Waldron, who plays soccer for the College and plays in the 
jazz band; Jim Walker, who helps provide the music for the 
college concerts with his guitar, and Chris Windle, who is a 
member of the cross-country and athletics teams. 

All the present First Year Simmarians and Paul Hill in the 
Second will be here next term and extend a hearty welcome to 
the Bedesmen who are coming to Sims next year. Weare sure 
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that you will like the 'curious Gothic Castle' at Strawberry 
Hill which in recent times has become known as Simmaries. 
We are told in lectures here that 'Education' is not all that it 
should be unless it develops the 'whole man'. Simmaries certainly 
does just that. There are facilities here for almost every field 
of human activity and on the sporting side we cater for all 
tastes, from the roughness and bad language of rugger to the 
niceties of croquet or bowls. 

For those who are coming next September, you can be sure 
of someone to meet you and make you feel at home from the 
start. 

May we wish the present Bedesmen success in their forthcoming 
exams. 

J.W. 

USHAW NOTES 
By the time these notes are in print two more ex-Bedesmen 

will have been ordained, Terence Tolan, at St William's, Bradford, 
on nth June, and Peter Ward at the Cathedral on the following 
day. 

Shortly after Easter K. Thornton received his subdiaconate, 
and in September last J. Smith took his first Minor Orders and 
entered Divines. Bedesmen in Philosophy (A. Boylan, D. Jacksin, 
D. Smith and K. Taylor) are learning the futility of the question: 
'What is Philosophy?' and at the same time amassing informa
tion on a variety of other, lesser but by no means unimportant 
topics. D. Smith has been able to make use of his past labours at 
St Mary's, Strawberry Hill, by taking sections of little lads for 
Geography. 

Some aspects of the theory that Ushaw never changes are 
open to criticism, for during the past year, materially at least, 
things have changed. New modernised wash places have 
appeared; the swimming bath, that ill-lit, unfiltered and barely 
heated sanctum of early morning devotees, is in the throes of 
modernisation. Change has reached the cavernous reaches of 
the kitchens too. 

His Eminence Cardinal Godfrey paid us a short, but memorable 
visit in March. Mgr Tindall, whom we had welcomed back after 
a short enforced rest, was able to join in the St Cuthbert 
celebrations. 

On Ascension Day we were hosts to prospective church students 
from St Bede's with Fathers Doyle and Burtoft. We hope we 
were efficient hosts. 

John Elders gave a polished performance as Sir Toby Belch 
in Twelfth Night, and Joseph Smith made a prosperous-looking, 
big business tycoon in 'Any other Business'. The Ushaw tradition 
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of 'skating first' worked overtime this year to everybody's 
delight. We congratulate Joseph Smith for his prize in Philosophy, 
David Jackson for his prize-winning essay on St Francis de 
Sales and John Elders (Big Lads) for his distinction in the 
Higher Religious Certificate. Peter Ward, College organist for 
long, will be badly missed. Anthony Boylan is 'Met' man, 
responsible for official weather records. 

AMERICAN LETTER 
2nd May 1960 

A lively letter came recently from Laurence Conroy Cockshutt, 
an Old Boy whose old friends will note that he now lives at 
4948 Paso Robles Avenue, Encino, California. Here are extracts. 

At the present time I am General Manager and Public Relations 
Director for, what we are proud to declare, is the largest tele
vision and Hi-Fi service organization in the western United 
States, the next largest, and possibly larger, being in Chicago. 
Our service calls cover an area about half the size of Yorkshire, 
so you can see this keeps me pretty busy these days. By the 
erasures you can see I'm also something else, a lousy typist, 
please excuse. No matter how busy things get though, I will 
always find time for my 'first love', acting. My agent up un1!n 
recently kept me pretty busy in this line too. Unfortunateljr, 
being a woman, she pulled a typically feminine stunt and got 
married. This means I have not yet got myself a new agent arfd 
as a result have not 'worked' in about four months. Last year I 
was lucky enough to make several Alfred Hitchcock· television 
films and a few live television plays along with several assorted 
television films of other producers. If you get a chance to see 
any of the Hitchcock series over there, look out for me, be 
careful though. I now have a moustache and go by the name of 
Laurence Conroy on the credits, and some of my parts are over 
so fast, you'd better not sneeze or blink during the show, or 
you may miss me. I made one full length movie, a horrible 
effort called] ohnny Tremain, a story of the revolutionary wars 
in the U.S.A. I played a nasty type British officer and after days 
of sneering into the camera, finally had almost all of my part 
cut out and along with one of Britain's finest actors, Terence 
De Marney, ended up 'on the cutting room floor'. His appearance 
was about twenty seconds and mine was about three minutes. 
You can see from this that I don't think I'll be doing any starring 
parts for some time to come, to put it mildly, but it really is a 
lot of fun and I can really enjoy myself and get paid for it too. 
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I am enclosing a cutting from to-day's Los Angeles Examiner, 
with a story covering the annual event which takes place each 
1st May, in the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum (built for the 
Olympic Games of the 1930'S). It is a very beautiful event 
called Mary's Hour and as you can see from the photo, its 
popularity has grown to wonderful proportions. 75,000 plus 
people attended this year and next year you can bet it will 
be many more. Judge by last year's attendance of around 60,000. 
The Stadium will hold 94,000. Let's hope it won't be too many 
years before it's filled. Los Angeles, perhaps because it is very 
Spanish/Mexican, is very Catholic. The growth of churches and 
schools here is fantastic. Our parish is Our Lady of Grace in 
Encino. Just a couple of years ago this was a more or less 'country' 
parish, run by the Carmelite Fathers. To-day, it has been taken 
over by the archdiocese and we are building a new church 
costing $165,000 and have just finished a new high school 
and yet before they are through, we have the feeling they will 
already be too small to take care of all the Catholics in the 
parish. And parishes are very close together out here too. Any 
Mass after the 8 a.m. has people standing way outside and 
hearing Mass through the windows. Another thing which is 
very heartening over here is the number of people who take 
Communion at ALL Masses. Compared to the relatively small 
percentage I remember going to Communion in England, 
approximately 85-90% of the congregation will go at each 
Mass here. Of course the new rule of only three hours fast helps 
a lot for the high percentage at the later Masses. Has it made 
any change in England? 

My parents are living in San Francisco which is just over 
400 miles from here (north along the coast). They will be flying 
down here for a visit this week. By plane, the trip only takes 
forty-five minutes, using the jet, but to drive, and drive fast on 
the super highways we have between the two cities, it takes a 
good eight hours. However we spend as much time as we can 
get off, up there with them, as San Francisco and the nearby 
Marin County, over the Golden Gate Bridge, is a most wonderful 
place. My parents have a very nice house tucked away among 
huge redwood trees and up on a small hill in the back of the 
house they share a beautiful swimming pool with the builders 
of the house. The pool is a 'sun trap' and the view from it is of 
a huge hillside covered with a forest of redwoods. It is a little 
paradise in the summer and early autumn. San Francisco itself 
is a marvellous city, perched on seven hills: it is a metropolitan 
roller-coaster. Some of the hills are far steeper than any you 
would find even around Manningham and a lot higher, yet 
twenty to thirty storey hotel and apartment buildings are perched 
on their sides! From across the huge bay at the Marin county 
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side of the Golden Gate Bridge, there is a viewpoint which 
overlooks the complete city, the bay, Angels, Treasure and 
Alcatraz Island, the Bay Bridge (all eight miles long of it) and 
the cities of Berkely and Oakland. San Francisco in the light of 
the evening sun is a pure white and as the sun sets the buildings 
change to a pink and then deep red. It is one of the most wonder
ful views in the world. Northern California of course has many 
other fabulous views, the giant redwoods of Sequoia and one 
of the most beautiful National Parks of them all, Yosemite. 
We have been lucky enough to have visited them all on various 
vacations, and if you are interested I'd be happy to write about 
them in more detail. 

One other 'sight' we visited last year was. Las Vegas, the 
bright light capitol of the western world. More money passes 
over the gambling tables here than does water at the nearby 
Hoover Dam (used to be Boulder Dam), I must admit a few of 
my dollars went that-a-way too. We got to Las Vegas by way 
of (of course) San Francisco and Lake Tahoe. This is where they 
held the Winter Olympics this year, or at least a couple of miles 
away in Squaw Valley. There is still plenty of snow in California 
and Mount Baldy (I4,000 feet), is in full view of us here in Los 
Angeles and is still covered in snow. It's a nice feeling to be 
swimming as we were yesterday in a friend's pool, and be able 
to look up at the snow. 

Thank you very much 'Laurie', may your success continue~ 
and you are not such a lousy typist as you claim to be ! 

OLD BOYS' NOTES 

President 
V ice-President 
Han. Treasurer 
Han. Secretary 
Subs Secretary 

OFFICERS 
B.Rowe 
M. R. Oliver 
B. V. Crowley 
T. Parry 
K. Moore, 23 Athol Road, Heaton 

I900-I960. Had you noticed that this is our Diamond Jubilee, 
and that our celebrations gave a great fillip to the year's 
activities? It is a long time since our functions have been so 
well attended, and it raised hopes that our future gatherings 
will see even more of our Old Boys and their families. 

The Garden Party was a great success, and as I write, wonderful 
plans are a-shaping for this year's Party in the sun. The November 
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Mass for deceased Old Boys had a much better attendance. 
We now hold this on the Friday evening, 8 p.m., nearest to 
Armistice Day. This year the day will be nth November itself. 
Tea and cakes are served after the Mass. We should like to see 
this built up into something very big so that our dead may be 
fittingly remembered. 

At long last a face-lift for the Christmas Ball which has gone 
through so many phases. Many will recall with nostalgia the 
old Midland Ball-the social event of the season-we should 
have held on to that booking. Came the great crowds of the 
post-war years at school, and then a not so good period. Finally, 
an attempt to make the Ball more like the old days. This year 
saw the first step on the road to recovery with the pleasantest 
dance for many a year and with every promise of developing 
on the lines of the highly successful Diamond Jubilee Ball. 
This function in late May was a splendid affair with so many 
of the ingredients of success: a large crowd of most sociable 
Old Boys, families and friends, a delightful cabaret from the 
Catholic Players and two well-stocked, well-patronised bars. 
Superb service from the Prefects made drinking even more 
pleasant. 

The Annual Dinner was at the Victoria Hotel with 150 Old 
Boys attending. Speeches were few and brief, leaving ample 
time for the real purpose of the function, that of meeting old 
friends over a meal and a drink in pleasant surroundings. The 
formula seems to work. A group of a round dozen journeyed 
to London to enjoy the hospitality of our London Old Boys at 
a similar gathering. 

For your diary: 
The November Mass 
Boxing Night Ball 
The Retreat 

nth Nov., 8 p.m. School. 
8 p.m. School. 
Palm Sunday. 

Mr K. Moore, c/o St Bede's, is always anxious to hear news 
of Old Boys. If your name is in his Members' Book, you get the 
magazine and circulars free for the rest of your natural. He 
charges £1 for Life Membership-the best £I'S worth in the 
business. 

He can also tell you about the new O.B. tie. 

THE LONDON O.B.s 

We are indebted to Jack Hughes for the following account: 
The Eleventh Annual Dinner of the London Old Boys, which 
was held on 30th April at the Marlborough Grill in the City, 
was perhaps the most disappointing yet held. We had been 
shocked to hear of the sudden death of Sam Brigg who had taken 
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the Chair at the ten previous dinners, and whom we regarded 
as the doyen of the O.B.s. It was felt that some mark of respect 
to Sam's memory should be shown, and permission was obtained 
from the Cardinal Archbishop for a Requiem Mass to be said 
on the evening of the dinner. 

Although this year our mailing list was larger than ever before, 
the number of London O.B.s attending the dinner was the 
lowest since the first year, and the number present at the Requiem 
was even less. Are the younger O.B.s not interested in maintain
ing the links with the School which functions such as this offer? 

The Dinner itself was enjoyed by those present whose number 
was augmented by a goodly contingent from Bradford. We 
are pleased that Mgr Sweeney has now made this an annual 
event in his diary, and Mgr Tindall, refreshed by his enforced 
rest, was in his usual form, as was Fr Moloney. Canon McNicholas 
and Fr Doyle completed a fine clerical quintet. 

At what could truthfully be described as a very extraordinary 
general meeting, convened during the dinner, it was agreed 
without dissent that Michael White should henceforth occupy 
the Chair at London O.B. functions. With a masterly choice 
and economy of words, Michael conducted the more formal 
proceedings with the result that more time than usual was 
left for the social side. 

OLD BOYSt JOTTINGS 

The very smart O.B. tie is slowly but surely catching on, and, 
through postal orders for it, we have learnt the whereabouts of 
Old Boys. D. G. HIGGINS is living at Tolworth, Surrey; J. W. 
SMITH at Eastcote, Middlesex; C. J. MILLER at Harpenden, 
Herts, while JACK BARRY writes from Maidstone, Kent, 

Among spring visitors to school has been BARRY GLENTON 
on his first leave after joining the Navy. After a gruelling month's 
preliminary training at H.M.S. Ganges, he finds Navy life fun 
as well as hard work, and recommends the Senior Service to 
all intelligent boys. JACK RICE is managing the Sheffield branch 
of L.E.P. Travel Agency. JOHN PADGETT is studying Accountancy. 
JOHN WALLIS takes his finals for A.M.I.C.E. this year. FRED 
HASTE has settled happily to his textile designing at Geelong, 
Australia. He has two youngsters, and is doing well as a fast 
bowler in club cricket. We congratulate PAUL DENNISON on 
his Guardhouse (Keighley) headship. FRANK EMMOTT called 
in recently. He is working in the Labs at Middleton Hospital, 
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not too far from his home in Addingham. We saw also at school 
L.-Cpl BARRY KELLY on leave from the Army in Germany. 

FRANCIS DUNPHY has returned to England from a long stay 
in South Africa. He has some excellent cine films of the beauty 
spots which he has shown to two meetings of the Art Club at 
school. FATHER BRIAN COOGAN was a welcome visitor in May. 
He claims to be the first Bedesman resident in Borneo where he 
has spent the last eight years. He would be delighted to see 
more St Bede's boys join him in the Mill Hill Fathers. Visiting 
his sister, Mrs Berentzen in Bradford in May, he will make his 
home base while in England at Guildford where his father and 
mother retired to. Mr Coogan sends greetings to all his St Bede's 
friends. Fr Coogan came across PETER MCWEENY recently in 
Guildford, their first meeting since schooldays in 1939. 

We hear that BOB HUDSON left Malta, and is teaching in N. 
Africa, Benghazi, we think. BOB SWEENEY is making a name for 
himself in the wrestling world. JAMES HAMMOND (1931-6) 
called in on a visit from Canada where he has been for twenty
four years. He is now Vice-President of an engineering firm, 
Pipelines Ltd, of Ontario, and thinks of Canada as a land of 
tremendous opportunities for young men. Another O.B. who 
has prospered overseas is BERNARD LEWIS (1948), who with 
his brother and their families called at school in April while 
on a European holiday from Tasmania. He emigrated there 
about twelve years ago, and has made quite a name in Real 
Estate, particularly the Hotel business. 

JOHN ESSERY is becoming our most faithful correspondent. 
We enjoy his long Air Mails from Melbourne. The family have 
bought a house there, and find the place very congenial except 
for the noisy, obsolete trams. John is in an Assurance office, 
studying for exams, while his brother Aubrey is in his fourth 
year apprenticeship in Foundry Practice. 

MARTIN BLACK is a reporter on The Yorkshire Post covering 
general topics and sport. Occasionally he has given Sports 
Summaries on the Northern TV News. JOHN HUNTER is also in 
Journalism, mainly free-lance. KEITH WILKINSON is a progress 
chaser at English Electric. TERRY CULLEN is in the wool trade 
and doing well. STEVE MURGATROYD has launched out on his 
own account in the Shipping Export Trade. JOHN BRYDEN 
(r946-53), after his Ph.D. success at Sheffield University, went 
to America to take up a research post. MICHAEL HARNEY, 1954, 
is now Artificer, R.N., and has certainly travelled-from escort 
work in Icelandic fishing waters to Australia. A member of his 
ship's football team he naturally is, for he was a stalwart of our 
Under IS team. BILL MALEY writes from Thornbury, in Victoria, 
Australia. WILLIAM GOTT has moved from Kent to Cheshire. 
IAN RAw who left about a year ago is now with Crossley's 
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Carpets. ERIC DALINGWATER is back in Bradford, living in 
Heaton. His brother RAYMOND, was at the London O.B. Dinner, 
and is in H.M. Prison Service. ALFRED PADFIELD, also at the 
Dinner, is now Inspector in the Metropolitan Police. 

Although not very well known in this country, the Order of 
the Servants of Mary has attracted two Old Boys to don the 
black habit in honour of Our Lady's Sorrows. 

BROTHER COLUMBA, O.S.M. (Gerald McDermot, 1949-53), is 
studying in Rome at the Servite College and is now finishing 
his second year of Theology. 

BROTHER MARK, O.S.M. (Frank Melling, 1948-53), is a new
comer to the Order, and is just finishing his first year of 
Philosophy after a year's Novitiate. 

The Province is growing rapidly and already a new wing 
has been built at the Novitiate house in Newbury. It is hoped 
to welcome more St Bede's boys to the Order in the Service of 
Mary. 

DAMIEN MCWEENY called to see us in February after his 
round the world trip embracing Montreal, New York, Panama, 
New Zealand and Australia. He was the first of a small group 
of our young O.B.s who in the past year have embarked on 
Merchant Navy careers. 

PADDY DAWSON is at Navigation School, Merchant Navy, 
Liverpool. His father BILL DAWSON is now happily recovered 
from a serious illness. CADET DANNY HARRIS will complete his 
preliminary navigation at the Southampton School of NavigatiQn, 
shortly and then go to sea. CADET MICHAEL DORAN is at about 
the same stage, and has already fixed up his ship for sea-training. 
The latest recruit is TONY COLLINS. DR BRIAN QUINN is, in 
practice in Halifax. DON FORSYTHE joined the RA.F. after 
leaving St Bede's, and then went back to his native Ireland to 
study medicine. JIM DONOVAN, RA.F. Education Officer at 
Duxford, Oxford, is thinking of advertising or commerce when 
his RA.F. term ends. ARTHUR GAMBLE is also at the end of his 
service as RA.F. Education Officer, and is coming into the 
teaching profession. We were sorry to hear that DENNIS PAL
FRAMAN'S wife died in Hong Kong. The terrifying toll of road 
deaths was brought home to us by the sad news of JOSEPH 
PATON'S death. Only a year out of school he was killed at 
Thornton in a motor cycle accident. May he rest in peace. So 
also may SAM BRIGG, a stalwart of the earlier O.B. Executives 
who went to Chingford, Essex, many years ago and became 
Mayor. Possessed of the most infectious love of life, he enlivened 
many an O.B. function both here and in London. He died around 
Christmas time 1959. GERALD HARE (1953) is in the Royal 
Signals at Catterick where I suppose his great height will be 
an advantage in other ways than as a fast bowler. 
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MALCOLM BINNS is one of many O.B.s in the W.R. Police. 
PETER SNEE is Deputy Head of St Paulinus' School, Dewsbury. 
PAUL GUNN is enjoying his R.A.F. life in a Supply Unit at Stafford 
and may be going abroad. We congratulate JOHN DWYER on 
his £400 Travelling Studentship awarded at the Huddersfield 
College of Technology. He hopes to visit Zurich and enter a 
business house there to study business method. PETER GROGAN 
(1951) is studying the hard way, in the evenings, at the Bradford 
Institute of Technology for a London degree, and will be taking 
his finals next year. GERALD DIGNAM (1952), now a married 
man, is making progress in the metallurgical world by experience 
in a number of the larger engineering firms. MICHAEL GARNETT 
we congratulate on his results City and Guilds Final (Wool
combing) from Keighley Technical College. 

We were glad to see J. A. ROUSE at the School Sports, just 
recovering from a slipped disc. 

STAN BATTY (1949) is Technical Representative for a firm 
of Brassfounders. 

PETER BATTY (1951) we see now and again in the no man's 
land of our new playing field excavations-he is with a Civil 
Engineering firm in charge of the new lay-out. He is to marry 
this summer. 

NICHOLAS BATTY (1954) is training for Accountancy. 
MICHAEL BATTY (1959) has been doing some teaching prior 

to going to St Mary's Training College in September. I think 
that is all I can discover about the Batty's, so on to MICHAEL 
HUGHES, whose marriage we recorded in our last issue, has 
gone to Leicester, in the English Electric Co Library there. 
His brother, PAUL is at Heythrop College studying Philosophy 
in his Jesuit training. JOHN HUGHES is in his novitiate with the 
Rosminians. ALFRED HAIGH (1923) is President, Northcliffe 
Golf Club. BERNARD LYNCH (1957) has joined the Police Force. 
This year we welcomed three Old Boys onto the staff, Messrs 
COLGAN, NAYLOR and SIMPSON, teaching respectively Maths, 
Chemistry and French. We were sorry to hear in November of 
the death of a good friend of the School and the Association 
and father of Old Boys, Mr Patrick Monaghan. R.I.P. LOUIS 
SIMPSON (1923) is Mine Host of 'The Bell' on the Great North 
Road, a couple of miles north of Eaton Socon, not far from 
St Neots. ERNEST TRUEMAN is an assistant constructional 
engineer for the Midland Electricity Board in Gloucestershire. 
Before leaving Bradford he had been organist for eight years 
at St Joseph's Church. His engagement was announced to 
Miss Patricia Narey, a principal for several years in the Bradford 
Catholic Players. JACK BROOKS (1941) who started his career 
in journalism with the Keighley News and Bradford Telegraph 
went out to Vancouver five years ago. As senior reporter he has 
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travelled widely, being in Hungary during the revolt. He covered 
Mr Kruschev's American visit, and was to have gone on President 
Eisenhower's Russian tour until Kruschev turned on the President 
with a 'Et U2, Brute'. 

A. JONES (1956) paid us a visit. He is very happy working 
for Harrod's in London. PHILIP WALSH (1955) is at the Royal 
Army Pay Corps Training Centre at Devizes, tasting the first 
months of his National Service. He has already met there DAVID 
BRIGGS (1956). TERENCE FITZPATRICK (1954) called in before 
flying to Malta. He is in the RA.F. as a regular and something 
of a photography expert. JAMES HALLORAN is lecturing in Social 
Psychology at Leicester University College. Many Old Boys 
will be pleased to hear that those old ones, MeSsrs Forrester, 
Robinson, Rigby and Coogan, are flourishing in their retirement. 
The first two called in together in November, Mr F. from his 
Devonian small holding, Mr Rlooking about 51, happily recovered 
from heart trouble. Mr Rigby often drops in from his Eldwick 
bungalow, and Mr Coogan we have mentioned elsewhere. 

The Diamond Jubilee Ball on 21st May was a brainwave 
with Fr Doyle as chief brain-waver. There was an air about it
some of the spirit of pre-war days certainly came through, 
mainly in the presence of a goodly company of pre-war Old 
Boys we were delighted to see. The younger ones, even the 
post war generation, enjoyed it all no less, a really happy mingling 
of forces. The Bradford Catholic Players obviously felt entirely 
at home, and in presenting a first-rate cabaret notably added. 
to the general gaiety. , 

DONALD HAMILTON (1959), reading Physics at Nottingham 
University, is the first Old Boy to go there, while ANTHONY 
BROADY and CHRIS HOGG are at Hull University, reading 
Geography and Physics respectively. Belated congratulations 
to W. H. Merritt, head of a dyeing and bleaching department, 
on his insignia award by the City and Guilds for his thesis 'The 
Bleaching of Textiles'. On the Committee of the Dewsbury 
Textile Society, he is also a manager of St Joseph's School, 
Batley Carr. PETER CORNISH (1951) is nearing the end of his 
twelve year Navy engagement. A much travelled sailor, we last 
heard of him on leave in Otley, following a two year Mediterran
ean station. We congratulate RAYMOND FISHER on his fine 
achievement in gaining a B.Sc. (Hons) Economics at the 
Bradford Institute of Technology-pioneer work indeed in the 
field of Evening School study. PETER WHITFORD after a short, 
happy and fruitful time on the School Physical Education staff, 
is leaving to take charge of the P.E. at the new St Blaise 
Secondary Modern School. The President of the Association, 
BRIAN ROWE, will also be at St Blaise's in September in the 
Technical Department. Sorry as the School is to lose Old Boys 
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from its staff, it would be wrong not to rejoice that Old Boys 
are prominent in the foundation staffs of these important new 
ventures in local Catholic Education, and we wish them every 
success. 

MICHEL GEOGHEGAN is nearing the end of his final year at 
the London School of Economics. He headed a Students' Dele
gation to Frankfurt to discuss 'The Common Market'. Junior 
to him at the L.S.E. are ROGER BYRNE, last year's captain and 
MICHAEL SHEARD. ANTHONY FRESCHINI is taking his Finals 
this year in Civil Engineering. JAMES STOREY (1959) studying 
Geography and Economics, London School of Economics took 
part in a Hamlet production in Inter-University dramatics. 
No new news about JOHN BRAINE except that he has grown a 
beard. KENNETH WHITEHEAD, from his photography shop in 
Doncaster, has been acting as adviser and critic to six amateur 
photographers in the British-Indian-Nepalese Services Himalayan 
Expedition which climbed the 26,041 feet Annapurna II recently. 

JACK ROCK is teaching in Iran with the Iranian Oil Company. 
At the Leeds School of Architecture are STEPHEN LANGTRY
LANGTON (third year), NOEL JORDEN and M. WOODWARD. 
TONY BEAN is studying Architecture at the Bradford College 
of Art where MICHAEL VAUGHAN is also studying Art. HILARY 
GEOGHEGAN is at the Slade School of Art. PATRICK GEOGHEGAN 
is in France in the wool trade on an interchange scheme, and 
will shortly be going to New Zealand. RORY GEOGHEGAN, son 
of Lawrence Geoghegan, is back from Rhodesia, approaching the 
end of his long and arduous Jesuit training. MICHEL GEOGHEGAN 
recently passed his Senior Grade Exam of Foreign Service. ALBERT 
AYRTON has made his first incursion into journalism, reporting 
on the Craven Herald. PAUL KENNEDY, back from his Hong Kong 
adventures (R.A.F.), is now with I.C.I. in Harrogate. MICHAEL 
HULME (1959) is a bank clerk at Rawdon. GEOFFREY REGAN is 
with the Co-operative Building Society. J. BAVARSKIS (1959), who 
emigrated with his family to America over a year ago, is at 
Michigan University, and has made the University basketball team. 
Congratulations to LEONARD HUTTON on his election as President 
of the Students' Union, Bradford Institute of Technology. 
MICHAEL KING and DAVID CREEDON are doing Science Courses 
there, while MICHAEL COOPER is studying to be a Chartered 
Secretary. JOHN HELLAWELL (1959), following in his brother's 
footsteps, has joined the ground staff of Leeds United. More 
young Old Boys are entering the Civil Service. MICHAEL HERBERT 
is in the County Court, and BRIAN ROWLEY is a clerk in the 
Bradford Court. BRIAN BEEBE and P. BARKER are in the Town 
Hall. CHRISTOPHER SWINDLEHURST is studying Agriculture. 
BRIAN McANDREW is in the G.P.O. Engineering Division. BARRY 
PRICE passed his Chartered Accountancy finals and is now 
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doing his National Service in the Pay Corps. A number of young 
O.E.s are trying their hand at teaching before going on to Train
ing Colleges. They include LEO HANLON, MICHAEL BATTY, 
STUART SMITH and GERARD DOHERTY. D. COSSAVELLA and 
P. BURKE are both training to be chefs, the former at the Midland 
Hotel. DENNIS HOLLINGS is with the Halifax Building Society. 
We congratulate him on his marriage. KEVIN HOLLINGS we hear 
is in the Rhodesia Police. EDWARD AINLEY is studying at Leeds 
University for his degree in Electrical Engineering. The 
Association's best wishes we send to Mr John Brogan and Mr 
Bernard Waite whose efforts have made it possible for us to 
get the drift of General de Gaulle's easier speeches. They are 
both to retire at the end of this present term. TONY CERVI, 
perhaps our most accomplished pianist, is a full time professional 
pianist with a big concert party in Ilfracombe. 'TUBBY' OWENS 
called in on Mr Forster for a feast of a conversational week-end 
in Ottawa. 

BRIAN F. COOK, graduate of Manchester and Cambridge is 
a research student in the Faculty of Classics at Cambridge. His 
research into Archa:ology (Ceramics) has already taken him to 
Greece and Germany. In a newspaper argument, he maintains 
that the Bradford Grammar School motto 'Hoc age' simply 
means 'Pay attention', the schoolmaster's perennial cry. 

PHILIP COLEHAN is Deputy Director of Museums and Art 
Galleries for Tottenham. EDWARD COLEHAN is Alkali Inspector, 
S.W. Region, based in Somerset. GERARD BRENNAN (1954); is 
now working in Rochdale, seeing about that Cotton Industry 
after his Leeds University Textile degree. BERNARD WRIGHT 
has moved to Beverley for business reasons, but has attended 
many of the O.B. functions. ROBERT KENEFICK is now the 
Bradford Representative for the Atlas Lighting Co. and the 
big central area development makes him a busy man. 

GORDON EDMONDSON is reported to be helping in the con
struction of airfields in the Middle East. ANTHONY KEOGH, 
apparently well satisfied with the air at Strawberry Hill, settled 
in the London area, and is teaching in a Grammar School. JOHN 
LOUGHLIN, MICHAEL MAHONEY and JOHN KENEFICK, all teaching 
in the district are maintaining their sporting interests, the 
first playing soccer with the O.B. team and the other two are 
both Bradford League cricketers and qualified coaches. VINCENT 
MUFF, so loyal to the St Bede's Scout Troop, has been appointed 
Head of the Science Department at the new St Blaize Secondary 
Modern School. PETER KENNEDY has done very well in his 
first year exams at Medical School, Leeds University. 

Monsignor Tindall was to have been principal guest with 
Father Moloney at the Old Boys' Dinner, but, for the first time 
within our memory's reach, couldn't come because a fussy 



LONGUE ET HEUREUSE RETRAITE 

SCOUT TROOP. BRADFORD CHAMPIONSHIP, 1959-60 

Row-The City Commissioner, Mr Bastow, The District Commissioner, Mr Whitehead, 
J. O'Melia, J. Jagger, Fr B. Doyle 

Row-R. Hemingway, V. Davis 



SWIM}lING TEAM, I959-60 

By courtesy of Westminster Press, Provo Newspaper 

LONDON OLD BOYS' DINNER, 30TH APRIL I960 

Left to Right: Mr ]. Hughes (Sec.), Rev. B. Doyle, Rt Revv Mgri C. Tindall and 
M. V. Sweeney, Very Rev. ]. Moloney, Canon F. McNicholas 
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doctor insisted on his taking a slight affair of the heart more 
seriously than he was inclined to. Happily, now back to normal, 
he was pleased to welcome a party from school to visit Ushaw 
in late May. We hope to see him at this year's dinner, and we 
may say, that Father Moloney made the most of Monsignor's 
absence, and told a few stories about him. 

We had the National Conference and Annual Meeting of the 
Catholic Scout Advisory Council for a week-end at school in 
October. KEVIN BERRY, Secretary of the Leeds Diocesan Catholic 
Scout Guild, was responsible for the organisation of the meeting. 

FATHER BERNARD GAFFNEY, W.F., has been transferred from 
one undecipherable place to an unthinkable one, both beginning 
with 0 and both in Nigeria. Greetings from all at St Bede's, 
Father, when you read this, maybe after your Christmas dinner! 
Congratulations to BERNARD MOORE on his headship of a Primary 
School in Southampton. HUGH WARN is in the Accounting 
Department of a big London publishing house. PAT WARN is a 
regular, Royal Artillery, training to be a surveyor at Coventry. 
MICHAEL JACKSON, RA.F. (Radar), saved up his pay and his 
leave, and flew home for a long Christmas leave from Cyprus. 

Our Marriage and Birth bureau has been described as ante
diluvian. So be it, but nobody tells us nothing. We send con
gratulations on their marriages to JAMES ANTHONY JOWETT, 
married at Our Lady and All Saints', Otley and to ANTHONY 
HOLROYD, married in May at St Peter's and St Paul's, Eccles, 
Manchester. 

LEO ANDERSON who lives in Bridlington rejoices in his first 
baby, a boy. DONALD BAILEY, with two girls, has now a boy, 
Robert, after St Robert of Knaresborough. BERNARD BAILEY, 
building bridges in Durham and living at Peterlee, has three 
youngsters. 

Many congratulations to Mick Monaghan on his Ist Class 
Honours B.sc. (Chemistry) at Sheffield, .and to all those whose 
degrees are announced after we go to press in late June. 
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STAFF, 1959-60 
Headmaste1' 

Right Rev. Monsignor M. V. SWEENEY, M.A., M.Ed. 
Deputy Headmaste1' 

J. J. BRANIGAN, M.A., F.R.G.S. 
In Charge of Senior School: J. CREEDON,B.SC. 

Middle School: T. WALSH, M.A. 
Junio1' School: H. JACKSON, B.A. 

Miss M. A. Ball, B.A. F1'ench, Arl. 
S. Baxter, B.A. *Ge1'man. 
K. Berentzen, B.A. Histo1'Y, German. 
W. Brame. Swimming. 
J. J. Branigan, M.A., F.R.G.S. *Geology, Geog1'aphy. 
J. Brogan, B.A. F1'ench. 
E. Bryant. Swimming. 
Rev. W. Burtoft, B.SC., S.T.t.. Chemistry, Religious Inst1'uction. 
R. Carlin, B.SC. Mathematics, Theo1'etical Mechanics. 
M. H. Colgan. Mathematics. 
J. Connor, B.A. *Geog1'aphy. 
R. N. Copley, B.A. Mathematics, Theo1'etical Mechanics. 
J. Creedon, B.SC. * Physics. 
B. V. Crowley, M.A. * Classics. 
Mrs B. V. Crowley, B.A. Mathematics. 
T. K. Dooley. *Physical Education, History, Science. 
E. A. Doughty, B.A. *English. 
Rev. T. B. Doyle, M.A. Histo1'Y, Religious Inst1'uction. 
R. Ellwood, B.A. Classics. 
G. Free, B.SC. *Chemist1'Y. 
P. A. Gaffney, B.A. English. 
H. J. Hayes, B.A. *History. 
Miss M. A. Hayes, B.A. English, Histo1'y. 
F. W. Hill, D.L.C. Technical. 
D. Hymas, B.A. English. 
D. Horton, B.SC. Mathematics, Physics. 
H. Jackson, B.A. English. 
T. Larkin, DIP. P.E. Physical Education, Geog1'aphy. 
J. J. Le Roi, B.A. English, Geography. 
P. J. McCormack, B.A. Latin. 
L. Martin, B.A. Ge1'man, English. 
J. B. McShee, B.A. *F1'ench. 
K. Moore, B.A. Histo1'Y, Mathematics. 
P. Naylor, B.SC. Chemist1'Y. 
M. C. Norton, Mathematics. 
C. P. O'Dowd, M.SC. *Mathematics, Theoretical Mechanics. 
A. O'Neil, A.T.D. *Art. 
Rev. F. St J. Cram, M.A., B.A.I. *Religious Inst1'uction, Ge1'man. 
B. L. H. Rowe. Technical. 
J. D. Simpson, B.A. F1'ench. 
T. Taylor, B.SC. Physics. 
D. Thompson, B.A. Spanish, French. 
C. Thorpe. Technical. 
B. Waite, M.A. F1'ench. 
H. A. Walsh, M.COLL.H., A.M.I.E.D., • Technical. 
T. Walsh, M.A. Geog1'aPhy. 
J. Ward. *Music, English. 
P. Whitford. Physical Education, Chemistry. 
R. Whiteley, B.A. English. 
N. Whyte, B.A. Geography, Swimming. 
Religious Inst1'uction is given also by Form Masters and Mistresses. 
Masters in charge of subjects are shown by an asterisk. 

Sec1'eta1'ies: General, Miss M. P. Dwyer. 
Financial, Miss K. Bottomley. 
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